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ABSTRACT
 
Too many high-risk minority highTSchool students have
 
exited the public school system without adequate mathemati
 
cal skills. Corporation managers often complain that a
 
large percentage of workers entering the work force are
 
inadequate in mathematics (Fiske, 1992). The results of
 
current research tend to support this criticism and calls
 
for changes in the instruction of mathematics. Basically,
 
the traditional mathematical approach calls for student-

centered learning, cooperative learning, and in some cases a
 
return to the basics in which the integration of fundamen
 
tals in meaningful contexts is stressed. Traditional pro
 
grams do not include approaches that use writing journals or
 
learning-logs in order to gain a mastery of mathematics,
 
before the student progresses to more abstract mathematical
 
levels of algebra and geometry.
 
The purpose of this project is to compare and contrast
 
traditional approaches to teaching mathematics with an ap
 
proach that utilizes a daily writing of mathematical learn
 
ing experience. First, the study will review the current
 
literature on traditional mathematical philosophies and how
 
they have affected students' learning. Secondly, the pro
 
ject will examine and test the addition of the writing of
 
daily learning logs when applied in the high-risk minority
 
high-school classroom.
 
Ill
 
The students involved in the study were placed in the
 
author's classrooms for academic as well as social reasons.
 
Students who were not able to successfully complete 9th
 
grade pre-algebra were placed by counselors in the author's
 
pre-algebra classes. Additionally, students with behavioral
 
and motivational problems were also placed in these pre­
algebra classes. The majority of the study's population was
 
Hispanic (sixty percent to seventy percent), African-Ameri
 
can (seven percent to nineteen percent), or Caucasian (nine
 
percent to twenty-seven percent). Special needs students
 
made up twenty-five to thirty percent cjf the 130 students
 
involved in the study. Attendance was another important
 
factor in that students' absenteeism was consistently twenty
 
to twenty-five percent for students shown on the classroom
 
attendance rolls.
 
The research question examined is: Will the implemen
 
tation of a learning-log program in the classroom prove to
 
be a significant factor in increasing mathematical retention
 
and comprehension?
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CHAPTER ONE
 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
 
From 1985 through 1991, several studies appeared re
 
garding journal writing and a positive potential correlation
 
with increased mathematical ability and decreased anxiety in
 
the math®"'^'ti.cs classroom. Problems arose from impleitienta­
tion of these journal writing programs for both student and
 
teacher alike. Students wrote during the last few minutes
 
of class and often received teacher feed back at a later
 
date or not at all. Students/ attendance was poor and ttie
 
missed lessons impacted these students' ability to maintain
 
normal progress with their classmates. Teachers over-

strapped by burgeoning classrooms with poor student-to­
teacher teaching ratios in money-tight environments labored
 
with additional work loads of reading 120-plus journals
 
daily, rapidly lost enthusiasm for any journalizing ap
 
proach. Often many students realizing that their jdurhals
 
were confidential, started writing about personal problems
 
that were terrifying (Heath, 1988).
 
In their study of journals in first-year-algebra class
 
es, Carolyn Stewart and Lucindia Chance (1995) recognized
 
that writing in journals was a good way of facilitating
 
communication between teachers and their students. They
 
believed that students writing in journals felt that their
 
teachers wanted to listen to them and assist the students in
 
solving their problems. Further, if there is no real stu­
dent-to-teacher communication it creates an academic envi
 
ronment in which it is harder for the student to learn. It
 
is the intent of this study to examine the effects and
 
outcomes of learning on high-risk minority students who are
 
taught to solve pre-algebra problems Using learning-logs
 
with their mathematics lessons, and to see how these stu
 
dents develop in the course of the study.
 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether
 
there was a relationship in the use of learning-logs to
 
traditional or current math instruction in secondary school
 
pre-algebra classes to improve the mastery of single-vari
 
able equations by high-risk minority students. The research
 
findings suggested that for students at one high school,
 
students that utilized learning—logs during their pre—alge
 
bra lessons had more success than students taught by tradi
 
tional teaching methodsi This project introduces the reader
 
to a learning mathematics strategy that incorporates daily
 
writings of students' learning experiences, learning confu
 
sions, and learning anxieties with the traditional mathemat
 
ics curriculum. In addition to traditional mathematics
 
strategies which are curriculum focused and teacher created,
 
learning-logs in mathematics take students' learning a step
 
further by allowing reinforcement of students' understanding
 
and communication of their confusions immediately to their
 
teacher. In addition, the relationship of attendance,
 
ethnicity, gender, and age to specific mathematical achieve—
 
ment was explored.
 
Statement of the Problem
 
The essential issue at hand is that too many students
 
have dropped out of the public school system without a
 
sufficient level of mathematical skills. Business owners
 
and the communities often have complained that a very large
 
portion of the entering employees are poorly prepared for
 
the mathematical skills that are required during entry level
 
employment. Teachers today are faced with a mathematics
 
curriculum that calls for student-centered learning with
 
manipulatives and cooperative-learning groups. According to
 
the California Science Framework (1990), teachers should no
 
longer be the disseminators of information, but the facili
 
tators of students' learning. Students should be given the
 
opportunity to explore, experience and discover information
 
for themselves. As teachers have recognized the importance
 
of providing students the opportunities to communicate their
 
ideas about mathematics, teachers have begun to initiate
 
learning-log and/or journal writing and cooperative-learning
 
strategies in their classrooms (Abel and Abel, 1988; Artzt,
 
1979; Havens, 1989; LeGere, 1991; Mclhtosh, 1991; Nahrgang
 
and Peterson, 1996; Stewart and Chance, 1995; Sutton, 1992).
 
These authors advocated strategies and/pr instructional
 
programs which emphasized the integration of writing and the
 
teaching of mathematics in the classroom.;
 
specifically need to include attention to problem-solving
 
strategies, areas of students' frustrations and confusions,
 
and students' anxieties.
 
The purpose of this project was to ahalYze through pre
 
tests, informal testing, and post-tests the impact of the
 
theories of a journal writing program with a more current or
 
traditional instructional approach to learning pre-algebra,
 
single-variable equations. Therefore, this study asks the
 
question: Will the implementation of a learning-log program
 
in the classroom prove to be a significant factor in in
 
creasing mathematical retention and comprehension?
 
significance
 
The NGTM'S (National Council of Teachers Mathematics)
 
Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (1991)
 
supports the use of writing as an instructional strategy.
 
Instruction is more meaningful if it is communicated clearly
 
to the students and allows students to communicate problem-

solving issues, to communicate learning process frustra
 
tions, and to communicate anxieties about the lessons or
 
learning environment. Positive attitudes towards learning
 
through learning-logs by students, daily practice, immediate
 
feedback, and students' self esteem, are all essential parts
 
of the students' success or lack there of. A better under
 
standing of the learning issues faced by students will
 
assist teachers in making effective instructional decisions
 
for the students' classrooms.
 
statement of Hypothesis
 
The student scores derived from the WRAT-R mathematical
 
achievement test and scores taken from weekly pre-algebra
 
informal testing will reflect significant growth compared
 
with students who have experienced a traditional skills-

based method of instruction. This will be validated through
 
pretesting, and post-testing.
 
Assumptions
 
For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that:
 
1. 	 Learning with learning-logs complements learning
 
pre-algebra.
 
2. 	 As student writing improves so will student mathe
 
matics performance.
 
3. 	 High school, high-risk minority students can
 
write.,;.
 
4. 	 Students possess knowledge, motiyation, ahd desire
 
to write about the mathematics lessons taught.
 
5. 	 High school pre-algebra problem solving strategies
 
are meaningfully enhanced by the writing process.
 
6. 	 Writing will improve students' self esteem as a
 
result of an increasing number of personal suc
 
cesses experienced through a Writing program.
 
7. 	 Learning with learning—logs will result in imp
 
roved student attendance.
 
8. 	 Learning with learning—logs will result in improv
 
ed student retention and understanding of
 
 mathematics.
 
Limitations
 
1. 	 The project was restricted to implementing and
 
examining learning-logs in two of the author^s
 
four pre-algebra classrooms. The growth was mea
 
sured against the other two pre-algebra classes
 
which did not utilize learning-logs.
 
2. 	 Using the WRAT R to assess growth in mathematical
 
achievement improvement had built-in limitations
 
as authentic assessment for this project.
 
3. 	 Using informal weekly mathematics tests designed
 
by the author leaves room for personal judgment.
 
4. 	 The project was an in-house project.
 
5. 	 The students' ethnicity, age, gender, and academic
 
ability was not equalized.
 
6. 	 Regular attendance for this project's high-risk
 
minority students was often a problem during the
 
project's tenure.
 
De1imitations
 
1. 	 The four classes have been sufficiently equalized
 
in terms of gender, special-needs students, eth
 
nicity, age, and average mathematics scores.
 
2. 	 The duration of the study was five weeks.
 
3. 	 Both groups of students, periods 1 and 2 (test
 
group) and periods 3 and 5 (traditional group),
 
are equally capable as measured by the WRAT R
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achievement assessment and that all periods were
 
instructed by the same teacher.
 
Definition of Terms
 
1. Journal writing - often labeled a learning-log is a
 
tool used daily during which the students are encouraged to
 
write about mathematics, develop writing skills, and pro
 
vides students with the vehicle to communicate any problems,
 
confusions, and anxieties regarding the lessons. After
 
collecting these journals, the teacher writes back respond
 
ing to each student's questions facilitating the student's
 
learning of mathematics skills.
 
2. Pretest and Post-test - students in both the exper
 
imental group and the traditional group were given only the
 
written part and not the oral part of the WRAT R level two
 
for the pretest and the post-test.
 
3. Smart-writes - Developed by this author and intend
 
ed to be more teacher friendly. The smart-write is designed
 
to be quick and relatively easy to use for both the student
 
and teacher. They contain the same three questions for
 
every day. The teacher models the questions and answers on
 
the first and third day of each week. Question response
 
time occurs during the period, however not at the period's
 
end. No grades are given, however, points are awarded for
 
participation in the smart-write process. Smart-writes are
 
collected daily and immediately responded to, in a one-on­
one environment, verbally by the teacher. In addition to
 
the verbal responses, Smart-writes receive written teacher
 
resporises ori a weekly basis. Written responses are support
 
ed by additional verbal 6ne-on-one discussions with students
 
based on need.
 
4. WRAT-R - The wide-range achievement test of read
 
ing, written spelling, and arithmetic computation. This
 
test has undergone six revisions since its introduction in
 
1936. It has been researched extensively on many thousands
 
of persons from pre-school through adulthood. For the
 
purpose of this project, WRAT R refers to only the arithme
 
tic written computation level two (1984).
 
5. Informal test - was a weekly, twelve-question test
 
developed by this author for the purpose of establishing
 
course grades for the students taking the four classes
 
studied during the project. The test covers types of prob
 
lems presented during the week's lessons.
 
6. Test (Experimental) group - represents approximate
 
ly sixty students from two of the author's public school,
 
high-school Math B (pre-algebra) classes, periods 1 and 2,
 
ages 14 through 18.
 
7. Control group - represents approximately sixty
 
students from two of the author's Math B (pre-algebra)
 
classes, periods 3 and 5, ages 14 through 18.
 
8. NCTM - is a national council of teachers of mathe
 
matics. This council has established standards involving
 
the process of teaching mathematics (NCTM 1991). Standards
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reviewed for the project were as follows: Standard 1 ­
worthwhile mathematical tasks; Standard 2 - the teacher's
 
role in discourse; Standard 3 - the student's role in dis
 
course; Standard 4 - tools for enhancing discourse; Standard
 
5 - the learning environment; and Standard 6 - analysis of
 
teaching and learning.
 
9. Traditional instruction of mathematics - Tradition­
al instruction incorporates a variety of strategies includ
 
ing student-centered learning with manipulatives, coopera
 
tive learning groups, and teacher-centered mini-lessons.
 
This means without the use of writing journals, learning-

logs, and/or Smart-writes.
 
10. Attendance hours - are the number of hours each
 
student attends each week. Fifty minute class times with
 
seven minute passing times are considered to be one atten
 
dance hour for the purpose of this project. Perfect atten
 
dance for a student during one week would be recorded as
 
five hours of attendance.
 
11. Absence hours - are the number of hours each stu
 
dent is absent each week. Fifty minute class times with
 
seven minute passing times are considered to be one absence
 
hour for the purpose of this project. A student absence for
 
one week would be recorded as five hours of absence.
 
CHAPTER TWO
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
 
For over 140 years of United States public education,
 
there has been a consistent effort to examine and redefine
 
the purposes of public education, improve on learning theo
 
ries and practices, improve on educator training and ihserv­
ice, enhance the students' classroom learning environment,
 
instill accountability of teacher performance, and prepare
 
students as productive citizens and insure students' prepa
 
ration for the job market. One might believe that the
 
American education program often thought of as having strong
 
foundations in educational psychology, educational philoso
 
phy, learning theory, and as a program with clear focus on
 
student learning Outcomes would rank relatively high in the
 
international market place for education.
 
However, current data supports a very different reali
 
ty; that indeed the American education system has not com
 
pared very well with the education systems of other coun
 
tries of the world. Employees entering the U.S. job market
 
today lack the necessary mathematics skills to properly
 
service consumers and meet simple purchase needs. In excess
 
of one million high-school students are dropping out Of
 
public education every year.
 
Statistics show that over 23 million potentially em
 
ployable adults in the United States cannot read Well enough
 
to read the warning labels on medicine bottles and that the
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U.S. ranks only 49th out of the 159 United Nations members
 
in its literacy rate (Larrick, 1987)^ The National Assess
 
ment of Education Progress indicated that s^^udents^ abili
 
ties to analyze, interpolate, extrapolate^ or evaluate
 
mathematical relationships is superficial and has not
 
changed much from assessments completed ten years earlier in
 
1980, In California, students test in the bottom 20% of the
 
U.S. for mathematics skills. California is ranked 43rd of
 
all states in the numbef of Students per computer. In light
 
of these digressive statistics and an ever changing class­
room environment, mathematics teachers are implementing new
 
strategies for making connections with students and the
 
mathematics lessons of today.
 
Quantitative literacy is an essential skill required
 
for existing in today's highly technological society. To
 
assist students in learning mathematics, the NCTM (1989)
 
suggested that the secondary curriculum involve real statis
 
tical problems which the students would find interesting and
 
informational. Further, that assessment tasks engage stu
 
dents in data interpretation and analysis that lead to
 
meaningful discoveries about real-life (Burrill, 1992).
 
The very heart of Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
 
for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989), is a powerful message:
 
When taught in meaningful and compelling ways, math is
 
really fun (Denu, 1992)• Teaching strategies involving
 
mahipulatives, cooperative learning, authentic literature,
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and learning-logs are changing the look of mathematics in
 
the math classes. Some teachers have had excellent success
 
with these teaching strategics in the classroom. These
 
teachers have reported higher interest, better achievement,
 
and many more smiles. Teachers are getting creative under
 
tight budgets utilizing many inexpensive items as manipula­
tives in class. Items such as: cotton balls, beans, tooth
 
picks, acorns, pine needles, leaves, popcorn, cereal, and so
 
on have been brought into the classroom to engage students
 
in mathematics. Exploration is ah important ingredient in
 
the use of manipulatives. Students are creative and given
 
time to discover these students have learned mathematic's
 
lessons while actively engaged in the problem solving pro
 
cess. Cooperative learning groups are still meeting the
 
problem solving and learning needs of many students in
 
mathematics classrooms. Students have learhed the value of 
compounding interest in cooperative learning groups through 
authentic literature in the form of short stories, word 
problems, and/or entire books like: The King'■ s Chessboard 
by David Birch, illustrated by Devis Grebu. 
In this story, a folktale, the King of Deccan offers 
the wise man a reward. The wise man replies, "I only ask 
this: Tomorrow, for the first square of your chessboard, 
give me one grain of rice; the next day, for the second 
square two grains of rice; the next day after that, four 
grains of rice; then the foTldwihg day, eight grains for the 
12 ■ 
next square of your chessboard. Thus for each Siquare give
 
me twice the number of grains for the square before it, and
 
so on for every square of the chessboard." Through authen
 
tic literature students have made connections to real life
 
issues for the future employment and/or positive participa
 
tion in society.
 
What about learning-lggs or journal writing for stu
 
dents? If one needed to be convinced of the value of writ
 
ing within the mathematics curriculum, one could start by
 
keeping a daily journal. Atherton and her colleagues are in
 
favor of writing mathematics as part of a restructuring
 
effort. Atherton found that math jdurnals help all students
 
move toward gaining control of their own learning ahd that
 
journal writing helps students learn about 1earning (Ather
 
ton, C. Joyner, S. Pender, N. Ryerson, F. and Young, S.
 
1992). Additionally, that the reading of student journals
 
helped teachers determine which concepts students understood
 
and Which concepts; students needed more time on. Further,
 
Atherton believed that encouraging students to express
 
mathematics in pictures within journals were good for all
 
involved in the students' learning process including:
 
parents, counselors, teachers, and administratorsv Non-

English speaking students find journals facilitate the
 
learning process and provide the vehicle for understanding
 
problem solving strategies and final assessments.
 
Bagley and Gallenberger (1992) believe the role of the
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teacher is changing, that the once teacher-centered lecture
 
learning environment is now a student-centered, cooperative'^
 
learning environment. This is evidence in many classrooms
 
as student cooperative learning groups have helped with
 
various problem solving issues. Students have communicated
 
thoughts, ideaS/ and problem solving strategies verbally; as
 
well as in writing. The teacher's role as facilitator has
 
continued to evolve. The Curriculum and Evaluation Stan
 
dards supported journal writing as a means of the establish
 
ment 	of connections through student's explorations and
 
writings about problem solving strategies. Additionally,
 
the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards suggested that
 
journal reading by teachers has been an effective means for
 
teachers to analyze students' attitudes toward mathematics
 
and of evaluating students/ understanding of mathematics
 
lessons taught. Journals allowed teachers to identify areas
 
of individual student confusion and frustration, as well as
 
the classes' areas of lesson comprehension opportunities and
 
challenges.
 
The teacher has had the responsibility to discuss the
 
rationale and purpose for students' writing mathematics in
 
journals. According to Bagley and Gallenberger {1992),
 
journal writing offers the potential to allow students to
 
accomplish parts or all of the following:
 
1. 	 participate by communicating ideas, questions, or
 
suggestions when they are too shy or intimidated
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to do so in front of the entire ola^&;
 
2. 	 write freely without cOnpern about spelling, puno­
tuation, style, and so on;
 
3. summarize, organize, relate, and associate ideas;
 
4i define, discuss, or describe an idea or concept;
 
5. 	 experiment with, create, or discover mathemati
 
independently; ,
 
6. 	 review topics;
 
7. 	 reflect on class by summarizing goals, strategies,
 
reactions, accomplishments, or frustrations; and {
 
8. 	 openly express positive and negative feelings and
 
frustrations. . ..V-r-/- '"
 
Bagley and Gallenberger (1992) found after the first
 
year of introducing journals in algebra classes that allow
 
ing students to take journals home over night had its prob
 
lems. Students would often complete journals the night
 
before class. Students at times provided repetitive answers
 
from previous day's journal entries, not recording current
 
problem solving strategies of that day. Other students
 
found the daily journal writing efforts hard work. These
 
teachers found collecting all the journals at one time was
 
an arduous task when coupled with reading and responding in
 
writing to each student's entry. Journals were of five
 
different colors, allowing teachers to rotate writing as
 
signments by colors of journals. Teachers stopped evaluat
 
ing grammar and punctuation, allowing students to write
 
'■- •■ '■ ■ ■15 	 .>■: ■ ;-:■,) ■ ■ : ' ■• ■ "V
 
freely. The overall results at the end of year two were
 
positive. Students in these classes responded to the same
 
following six questions for each required response:
 
Date 	 ■ ■■-. 
1. In your owh words state today's goal or goals. 
2. What was the special to^ic of the day? 
3. These ar§ the strategies we learned today: 
4. What was yp\lr ••AhA'^ (pow, Iunderstand!) today? 
5. I'm still confused about? 
6. Today in class I felt... because... 
Students address six areas in every journal entry. 
Adapted from Mclntosh (1991, 427) 
Further, students were given additional writihg assign­
ments under the category of special daily topic, some 
examples follow: 
1. 	 List some of the common mistakes you
 
have made in class, on homework, on
 
tests, and so on. 
2. 	 You have been given the points (3, -4) 
and (2, 6). List at least three things 
your teacher might ask you to do on the 
next test using these two points 
(Azzolino, 1990, 98) . 
3. 	 Write ten questions you would ask a
 
famous mathematician. Then, with a
 
partner, role play the interview. One 
16 
of you asks the questions; the other
 
responds to the questions.
 
Harding (1996) suggested a family journal to incorpo
 
rate parent involvement in the student's learning prbGess.
 
Harding wanted to open communication with parents about the
 
student's learning process. She initiated the family jour
 
nals with a letter requesting parents contribute to the:
 
purchase of a composition journal for their students.
 
Parents communicated with the teacher expressing student's
 
learning progress and also, the attitudes toward the various
 
lessons. Journals provided the connection between home and
 
the classroom. Harding found that some parents were not
 
willing to write. Through the family journals the classrooitt
 
curriculum was being carried home and was generally valued
 
by the students and their families (Harding, 1996).
 
Laurie A. Jeffers (1994) focused her discussion on
 
inspiring students to write. She emphasized a dialogue
 
journalizing technique and that teachers make no red marks
 
or negative comments. She believed that the teacher's
 
comments encourage students to become journalizing people.
 
Further, Jeffers engaged students with "think-starters"
 
■ likp: 
* the best thing tiiat happened to me today.
 
* the thing I know tbe most about...
 
* what I learned in mathematics class...
 
* what worries me the most...
 
* three questions I would like to ask about.
 
Establishing trust with students encouraged the students to
 
share more ideas with the teachers. Jeffers recommended
 
that teacher's' written responses include confirming and
 
validating kinds of feedback. Often teachers have begun by
 
restating student key ideas and/or statements. Teachers
 
should excite students about the academic Subject and try to
 
have students get involved with the lesson's information and
 
then apply this information to problem solving strategies.
 
Jeffers suggested that it is important to leave students
 
with open-ended questions that they are dying to answer, or
 
leave students with goals of thinking up what will be dis
 
cussed in future lessons (Jeffers, 1994).
 
Wanda Leigh Elliot (1989) believed that wfiting was a
 
necessary tool for learning mathematics. There have been
 
times in many mathematics classrooms when writing became an
 
excellent tool for conceptual understanding. As an example,
 
after a teacher used length, area, and volume to demonstrate
 
that X, X, and x are not similar terms, students could
 
immediately write what they perceived to be the concept.
 
Elliot then felt teachers could walk around the classroom
 
reading the students' writings. These writings could be
 
shared and discussed in order to provide the student and the
 
class with a better understanding of the lesson. Daily
 
writings helped the teacher evaluate the class performance
 
on the day's lesson and then aided the teacher in deciding
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whether to continue to the next lesson or to clear up any
 
student misunderstandings. Elliott used a learning-log with
 
a second-year-algebra class, a small notebook, that always
 
stayed in the classroom. Students reviewed lessons by
 
discussing what was understood and what was not understood.
 
Elliott recorded the following student's example:
 
What I don't understand about sections 3-1 to 3-3:
 
Sections 3-1 to 3-3.
 
Not a joke.
 
What do I understand:
 
Standard Form: Ax+By = C
 
Pt. Slope: y-y, = M(x - x)
 
Slope int: y = mx+b
 
Okay, so I know these equations,
 
but I have no earthly idea where and
 
when to use them. That's my main prob
 
lem. A little problem: graphing the
 
things when I'm through. I don't think
 
I understood one thing in Algebra on the
 
first go around yet. That's pretty
 
scary. But is it because of A: a lack
 
of concentration on my part, or B: a
 
lack of cooperation by the Algebra gods?
 
I think the answer is A.
 
This student found out that he actually understood much
 
more than he realized. By writing he made it much easier
 
for his teacher to help him fill in the gaps in his learn
 
ing. This journalizing allowed the teacher to focus on
 
specific learning needs of the student.
 
Elliott (1994) felt that writing when utilized with
 
first-year algebra students had a calming affect. She
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implemented a three-minute, £ree-writirtgexereise at the
 
start of each class, which helped settle students allowing
 
students to concentrate inbre effectively. While studying
 
simple linear equations, Elliott had her students Write word
 
problems for four equations. The results were very favor
 
able. The students discussed the structure of the equation
 
and analyzed the information in detail. The insight that
 
her students gained through writing problems was very im
 
pressive. Elliott felt that writing to learn could be
 
effectively integrated with other teaching methods. Elliott
 
emphasized that one student had remarked that he had written
 
many plays, but had never written to understand a concept or
 
a problem. He had never considered writing a tool for
 
Mathematics notebooks or portfolios have been another
 
method used by teachers which have helped students organize
 
homework, projects, concepts, and notes One teacher had
 
her mathematics classes organize notebooks with five major
 
divisions in a three-ring notebook: syllabus and schedule,
 
class notes and handouts, homework, projects, and examina
 
tions (Conrath, 1995). Having utilized these categories
 
students were encouraged to stay organized. The handouts,
 
homework, and projects were clearly numbered and easily
 
referenced by the students. Conrath had discovered that
 
students were not losing the work and were more focused and
 
ready to concentrate on the daily lesson. Notebooks were
 
submitted to the teacher prior to examinations and notebooks
 
were checked for continuity, neatness, projects all counted,
 
and the student's note-taking skills were assessed. Conrath
 
used the notebooks as a means of checking student mastery of
 
lessons and thus determined the lessOnS that needed further
 
review. Once students completed the course the notebook
 
served as a source for future reference.
 
In a class I'ike this Where most of us
 
aren't highly motivated to do math, the
 
notebooks help us to stay on top of
 
things. (Conrath, 1995)
 
Margaret A. Potter (1996) emphasized the NCTM's Curric
 
ulum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989)
 
had caused a stir of creativity, which gave some focus to
 
teacher-student and/or student-teacher communication. She
 
felt journal writing gave great insight about the students'
 
progress throughout the grading period. She implemented a
 
journal writing program with pre-calculus students and
 
devised a feedback form in order to reduce teacher written
 
response work loads which additionally,gave students a more
 
timely response. On the back of this form she provided
 
students with a record of grades, the teacher's comments,
 
and a summary by the teacher of students' thoughts, com
 
ments, and reflections. The first two Columns of the form
 
were designed to provide record keeping at a glance. The
 
last four columns of the form were designed for comments.
 
One column had the heading of "Ways to Improve." By quickly
 
reviewing this column, teacher and student readily deter­
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mined areas of specific difficulty. Another column had
 
students' Strengths recorded, which increased; student aware
 
ness of work well done. The final column was for studehifes'
 
comments, which allowed students writteri communication with
 
the teacher in all situations.
 
The feedback form was regularly collected with each
 
assignment, approximately every tbifd day, and returned
 
during the hext class with teacher cpMimehtS/ where appropri
 
ate. The teacher was able to analyze the patterns of stu
 
dents/problems geographically in the classroom. At times,
 
groups of students clustered together were fouhd to have the
 
Same problem solvihg issues. The teacher was able to adjust
 
the next lesson in order to assist student learning. Potter
 
emphasized that the feedback form was an invaluable part of
 
the communication process in the pre-calculus class, that it
 
allowed for more effective student accountability while it
 
provided the teacher with positive feedback regarding stu
 
dent learning issues and successes (Potter, 96). She felt
 
that administration of the form and follow up with the
 
students, at times, was a bit challenging. Students were
 
given a specific area for their journals in the classroom
 
which made many of the initial control issues fade. She
 
provided students with reminders on the board that assign
 
ments or the students' most recent math-feedback form was
 
due. Comments like, "I didn't have time to talk after
 
class, I could write a note to you" and "I liked being able
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to write messages to you" to "It was helpful to see all of
 
my work togethelr without having to page through each past
 
assignments" (Potter, 1996)
 
Potter's Math Feedback Form
 
Name ■ 
Score/ Ways to Strengths : Teacher's Student's 
Date out of Improve Comments Comments 
Homework -nothing You under note the 
#1 stand the corrections 
9/17793 meanings Great Work. 
(Problem of the 
solving) problems 
check convert Excellent What other Some of
 
Activity #1 okay minutes graphs, types of the group
 
9/22/93- to hours clear & graphs was hard
 
10/1/93 neat! could you to work
 
(Graphing) use for with
 
the same
 
data
 
Test #1 91/100 Interval Solving Good job! Can I
 
10/6/93 notation quadratic meet
 
is wrong. with you
 
Writing in Math Class? Absolutely! (Burns, 1995).
 
Marilyn Burns, an educator for twenty years, had felt early
 
on that math and writing were like oil and water and could
 
not be mixed. More recently she had found the two to be
 
inseparable. Burns believed that writing in the math class
 
had two major benefits First that it supported student
 
learning, because in order to write students must organize,
 
clarify, and reflect on the lesson; and secondly, "Writing
 
is a window into what students understood, how students
 
approach concepts, the misunderstandings harbored, and the
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way students felt about the explorations and discbyeries
 
Burns suggested nine impo^bant strategies:
 
1. 	 talked with students about the purpose of student
 
writing (to enhance student learning and to help
 
teacher assess progress);
 
2. 	 established the teacher as the audience (explained
 
to students that the writing told about the learn
 
ing and what was understood);
 
3. 	 used students' writihg in class;rooin instruction
 
(students writing served as a spriugboard fb
 
positiye class discussibri);
 
4. 	 had students discuss ideas before recording the
 
ideas in writing (encouraged students to think
 
abbut the writing before putting the ideas or
 
concepts into written form);
 
5. 	 provided pfoinpts (examples started by the teacher 
like: I think the answer is I think this 
because ♦) ; 
6. 	 gave individual assistance to students who did not 
know what to write (Burns stated to students to, 
"Let the words go from your brain past your mouth, 
through your shoulder> down your arm, and out 
through your pencil onto the paper. It is graphic 
and it works."); 
7. 	 post math word lists (vocabulary associated with
 
current lesson);
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8. 	 asked students tq revise and edit (if possible
 
students read what had been written aloud to the
 
teacher and if the effqrt was incoinpiete, the
 
teacher responded with, "that's a good beginning.­
"yrv^and::^''''
 
9. 	 read students' work and then re-evaluated teacher
 
lesson performance in order to assess students'
 
progress. ..
 
Mar•ilyn Burhs believed that there were four ways for stu
 
dents to write in mathematics. First, she had students
 
write in journals or learning-logs in order to maintain
 
records of what students did in the math class.
 
Write about what you did, what you
 
learned, and what questions you have;
 
include something you learned, you're
 
not sure about, or you're wondering
 
about; or write about what was easy and
 
what was difficult for you in solving
 
this problem.
 
At times the teacher gave guidelines that were specific to
 
the lesson. The guidelines helped model what the teacher's
 
expectations were for the learning-log. Second, she had
 
students write the solutions to math problems. Her^ the
 
teachers engaged the students in presenting both the answers
 
in writing and the students' thought processes for problem
 
solution(s). Third, she had students writing mathematics
 
essays. Students explained the meanings of concepts and/or
 
the language of mathematics such as explain the meaning of
 
equally likely and/or linear equations. Fourth, she had
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students writing about learning. Here teachers empliasized a
 
non-mathematical topic that fgcused on some aspect of stu
 
dents' learning processes. An example teachers had used was
 
to engage students in analysis of group interaction by
 
asking students to evaluate what makes a student a good
 
partner or what makes a student a gobd group member. Stu-r
 
dents were taught that writing On pajper would assist stu
 
dents in remembering the thoughts about a particular prob
 
lem's solution. Part of learning mathematics was learnihg
 
to communicate ideas (Burns, 1995).
 
Margaret E.McXntosh (1991) implemented a writing
 
program that met the bases of two of the NCTM's (1989)
 
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards; Standard 2: Mathemat
 
ics as Communication and Standard 4: Mathematical Connec
 
tions. Throughout the unit of study, students clarified
 
thinking about gepmetric concepts and relationships; formu
 
lated definitions from learning experiences; expressed
 
thinking in writing and orally; and used and valued the
 
connections between mathematics and other disciplines. When
 
Mclntosh taught the geometry unit, students were engaged in
 
four phases of concept development:
 
* definihg the concept
 
* recognizing the concept
 
* producing the concept
 
* appreGiating the concept
 
Mclntosh (1991) irit^^t'd^ced geometric shapes through
 
 disj)layirig these shapes hround the classroomi Upon entering
 
class, students were placed in groups of three and given a
 
packet of note cards which named the labels of the classroom
 
displayed geometric shapes. Various pictures that contained
 
multiple shapes were displayed on the overhead projector.
 
As an example students matched multiple shapes to the pic
 
ture of a house. Dictionaries were distributed to the
 
students which created a noisy exercise. Students exchanged
 
ideas and shouted. Once students completed the exercise,
 
students wrote what had been noticed during the exercise in
 
the first learning-log of the unit. Learning-logs were
 
collected by the teacher and read and then returned the next
 
day with comments for every student. "No grades were given
 
on the learning-logs, just reinforcement and expansion of
 
their ideas (Mcintosh, 1991)." Mclntosh utilized the
 
learning-logs teaching students Greek and Latin roots of
 
words. Thus, the engaged students were able to see pattern
 
similarities between the geometric vocabulary and other
 
English words and students had begun to make connections.
 
The teacher then placed unfamiliar geometrical words on the
 
chalkboard and asked students to evaluate the roots of these
 
words in order to determine the word's possible meanings.
 
Mclntosh stated that learning-logs gained acceptance with
 
each passing day and key to this acceptance was prompt
 
response by the teacher to the students in the learning-logs
 
on the very next day. Students were next asked to form
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 words through Latin and Greek roots. Students created the
 
words utilizing one, two/ three, or more of the roots and
 
combining forms. Next, students created definitions for the
 
newly foriaed words. Students then checked the words deter
 
mining whether or not the words had been previously acpepted
 
words of the English language. Each day closed with the
 
students writing in the learning-logs. Mclntosh believed
 
that students learned an "extraordinary" amount during the
 
duration of this unit; that the unit established a positive
 
environment for future student learning through the follow
 
ing student held perceptions: (1) learning was fun; (2)
 
geometry connected to tt© rest of life; (3) risk taking was
 
valued; (4) the teacher was a coach and not an inquisitor;
 
and (5) education had room for all types of learners.
 
Dan Brutlag and Carole Maples (1992) have taught high
 
school for a combined total of fprty-six years. Making
 
Connections: "Beyond the Surface," reflected the recommeh­
dations of the Curriculum and Evaluations Standards. This
 
■	 investigations project was focused at the eighth-grade 
level. The NCTM's Connections Standard for grades 9-12 
suggested biology as one of the disciplines targeted for 
connection by mathematics instruction. The Geometry Stan 
dard for grades 5-8 recommended student exf>loration of the 
relationships between lengths, areas, and volumes of similar 
solids. 
Beyond the Surface focused on these relationships by
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building on four general principles that engaged the mental
 
connections of students to the complementary concepts of the
 
two disciplines.
 
"Through mathematical concepts framed in an interest
 
ing, significant situation, ^students develop a framework of
 
support that can be drawn upon in the future> when rules may
 
well have been forgotten but the structure of the situation
 
remains embedded in the memory as a foundation for recon
 
struction" (NCTM, 1989, 11). Beyond the Surface asked these
 
type of engaging questions:
 
* Killer bees as large as airplanes!
 
* Blimp-sized bananas!
 
* Human beings shrunk to the size of grasshoppers!
 
Were these unbelievable things ever ppssible or was
 
this only possible in Hollywood movie productions? The
 
answer came in the mathematic relationship between surface
 
area and volume. Brutlag and Maples believe that mathemati
 
cal tools Xike models, diagrams, tables, graphs, and fprmu­
las could be utilized to represent information. Students
 
could develop unique insights by discovering patterns
 
through attempting to make mathematical sense of a particu
 
lar situation. "Traditionally students have often been
 
asked to use each of these tools alone, in isolation, to
 
solve a particular problem." (Brutlag and Maples, 1992).
 
"Students who are able to apply and translate among differ
 
ent representations of the same problem situation or of the
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same mathematical cortcept will have at once a powerful,
 
flexiblie set of tools for solving problems and a deeper
 
appreciation of the consistency and beauty of mathematics"
 
(NCTM 1989, 146).
 
In Beyond the Surface students reflected on connections
 
on a regular basis by writing in journals, making presenta
 
tions, discussing, in seminars, and working on projects.
 
During the unit, students write about experiences and under
 
standings organizing the work in a folder. The unit ended
 
with students cdmpleting an indiyiduai project rather than
 
the traditional chapter test. The use of both the test and
 
the^ caused students to reflect on ideas and concepts
 
learned. Unit project work enabled students to use mathe
 
matics learning or understanding in different situations
 
showing students' learning in creative and open-ended ways.
 
"In one project students build models of three similar
 
houses; to find the scale, factor, surface area, and volume
 
of each; and to comment in journals about relationships."
 
Mathematics connections were critical to the students in the
 
classroom facilitated by reflective time as a regular part
 
of the curriculum. Teachers, by allowing these types of
 
connections, involve the students in the process of making
 
the connection transitions valued in future real life situa
 
tions.
 
Alice F. Artzt (1994, 1979) had students form coopera
 
tive learning groups through involving students with the
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 task of developing heterogeneous groupings. Students were
 
asked to write about past experiences in mathematics, atti
 
tudes toward mathematics, and perceptions of individual
 
mathematical abilities. From this resource the teacher was
 
able to create groups that met the varying requirements
 
and/or needs of the students. Teachers should ensute group
 
member harmony and/or productiveness through consistent
 
observations of member interactions. Artzt (1994) formed
 
seven groups and reviewed three of the groups from a class.
 
Group one had three of four students praising the interac
 
tions of the group during written dialogue with the teacher.
 
The weakest member of group one received a large amount of
 
assistance from the other group members, and wrote, "Regard
 
ing the question of changing groups, I personally would very
 
much like to try working with another group." In subsequent
 
writings, after the group change, the rationale for the
 
weakest member's request was revealed. She indicated that
 
there really was a difference when the group members do not
 
make you feel that you are slow. Group two also appeared to
 
work together well. However, the student of highest ability
 
complained that one group member had no interest in improv
 
ing and that another member did not share enough ideas.
 
After the switch to a new group, things were better; this
 
student felt that the change enabled the student to be more
 
helpful to others. Group three had difficulties interact
 
ing. Members in group three were generally in agreement and
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did not have much controversy; however learning was stagnat
 
ed by the continuing disagreements by members.
 
"The more students are given the means to communicate
 
with the tehcher and with each other, the better the quality
 
of instruction" (Artzt, 1994). Student writings included
 
general comments about the help given or received from or to
 
various other group members. This allowed the teacher to
 
monitor intragroup relationships. One high-ability student
 
wrote,. - ..-. ;
 
Sometimes as I'm explaining something I
 
feel I'm confusing her (another group
 
member) even more. What's scary is that
 
I even confuse myself. Sometimes when
 
I'm figuring out an answer I make a
 
mistake, cross it out, and start over.
 
If she follows along with me and then I
 
tell her I was wrong, the next time she
 
sees the problem, she'll be confused
 
about which method to use. So maybe my
 
help is more confusing than helpful.
 
(Artzt, 1994)
 
Artzt believed that contrary to what many educators
 
believed the group may not be a safe environment for asking
 
questions. Students need to be comfortable in the group
 
setting as a contributor and also, feel sufficiently com
 
fortable within the group so the students' weaknesses can be
 
revealed without fear or concerns. The cooperative-learning
 
setting has provided a rich environment for students to
 
write about the assistance given to other group members or
 
received from these members. Additionally, the writing
 
prompt seemed to generate very richly written communication
 
about mathematics.
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After writing about mathematical techniques/ students
 
explained the group's approach regarding the resolutions to
 
targeted mathematics problems to the class as a Whole.
 
Artzt believed that a main purpose of student assessment is
 
that it helps students learn. By coupling writing and
 
cooperative-learning strategies together, teachers could
 
ensure that the learning objectives and curriculum goals
 
Were met. Robert SlaVin (1990) used Student Teams Achieve
 
ment Divisions (STAD) to evaluate students' errors on tests.
 
Students were allowed to improve grades if three things were
 
accomplished. First, students wrote written explanations of
 
the thinking utilized to develop the incorrect solutions.
 
Second, students had to redo the problem correctly. Third,
 
students were required to justify, in writing, that the neW,
 
correct answer made sense. Students were only given full
 
credit for suitable corrections. Final grades were devel
 
oped through averaging the first test score with the second
 
test score. The second grade counted for two-thirds of the
 
average. Students discovered that the large majority of the
 
errors resulted from carelessness, rushing, failing to read
 
the problem carefully, and anxiety that interrupted the
 
students' thinking. One student stated, "I wanted to go on
 
without really looking at my mistakes but finally a person
 
in my group helped me and explained it. I should not, no
 
matter what, rush taking a test.'• Artzt (1994) believed the
 
cooperative-learning groups were positive settings within
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which students provided written descriptions of the learning
 
experience including the intragroup dynamics. Within the
 
group environment students could improve assessment tech
 
niques and fringe learning benefits also. "By having stu
 
dents examine errors ahd write about the thoughts that led
 
to those errors, teachers could engage students in real
 
learning after the initial assessment was completed"
 
(Artzt, 1994).
 
Sonia M. Helton (1995) believed that journal writing
 
gives the students the opportunities for exploration of
 
mathematical cbncepts and allows them to communicate learn
 
ing through written tools and syinbols understood by the
 
students. Helton wrote that teachers could utilize differ
 
ent approaches in journal writing such as: (1) show a
 
heuristic and practice skills; (2) create routine and hon­
rbutine problems using real-life situations; and (3) docu
 
ment and analyze mathematical thinking. Instructional
 
heuristic skills recommended by Helton were that students
 
first listen to a story problem; second, write the problem
 
using the students' wording; third, identify any facts;
 
fourth, draw a picture of the probleiii; fifth, write a mathe
 
matical sentence to solve the problem; and sixth, label any
 
answers using the spoken language (used with first graders).
 
An extension of this approach was to have students make
 
up problems about real-life situations, tb develop answers
 
to the problems, and to write down the applicable mathemati­
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 cal thinking approach to journal writing
 
integ;rated reflective thinking. Students utilizing this
 
approach were encouraged to write about students' thinking
 
processes for solying problems or to evaluate the stddehts'
 
feelings and/or opinions about learning mathematics.
 
Prompts were develbped and implemented during this approach
 
■■ae''''fbilows:;' : 'V/' ;/^;, 
* what didI learn in mathematics today?
 
^ ^  didIlike about what I learned today?
 
* 	What ^ ^ ^^d not like about what I learned today? 
Helton believed that teacher-student conferences re 
garding students' journal entries were one important step 
involved in the students' writing process. The guidelines 
shown next dvolved from two teachers Helton wrote about from 
PinellasCourity, Florida, School System. The result was the 
set of teacher journal response questions as follows: 
* 	Tell^ how you arrived at the answer. 
W learn as you solved the problem? 
* 	What would you like to dp in an entry about a simiTar 
* 	What question would you like to ask me? 
Listening to the students during the teacher-student 
conference was important. The teacher should focus on 
developing from the student how the student applied the 
mathematical process to solve problems. Conferences needed 
to be short and frequent in order to be effective. "A 
 teacher should set the tone for journal keeping by modeling
 
how entries might be made in students/ jpurnals" (Helton,
 
95). Additionally, in Helton's study JeannieBickmore-

Brand, "Language in Mathematics," was quoted as follows;
 
"A word to the wise: remember that the purpose of journal
 
keeping in the mathematics class is to write, think, and
 
record mathematical ideas and processes, not to make the
 
experience a writing process only."
 
Lee Cross and Michael C. Hynes (1994) believed, in
 
Assessing Mathematics Learning for Students with Learning
 
Differences, that students With disabilities often had
 
difficulty writing> however, with guidance and structure
 
could, and would, develop reflective skills. These special
 
students were so accustomed to receiving feedback from
 
others, that special students often failed to take responsi
 
bility for the understanding of content that had been
 
achieved. Journal writing, according to Cross and Hynes
 
could help to develop this critical ability. It was sug
 
gested, for students with learning disabilities, that en
 
tries be made often and daily if possible.
 
Teachers in self-contained classes could have students
 
maintain one journal for all subjects. Students could then
 
write in a special mathematics section or communicate with a
 
special color. When journals were used as an assessment
 
tool, teachers would monitor the journals often in order to
 
identify any supporting instructional requirements. When
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students were placed in mathematics classes, it wais recom
 
mended that teachers monitoir/review the journals for special
 
students on a more frequent basis than those of other stu
 
dents. V'- ;'
 
Twenty years have supported the concepts of implement
 
ing a multimodal, interactive approach for teaching basic
 
mathematics concepts. Most of the multimodal approaches
 
combined the use of numbers, manipulatives, and pictures in
 
teaching students (Stix, 1994). In the article ''Pic-Jour
 
math", Andi Stix believed using journal writing, including
 
pictures, numbers, symbols, and manipulatives to teach
 
students in grades 3-8 mathematics concepts allowed students
 
to function more on their own. The results were better stu
 
dent retention and understanding of mathematics, lower
 
student anxieties, and higher student confidence levels
 
about mathematics lessons. AdditiohhiXy, the writ pro
 
vides a critical assessment tool allowing teachers and
 
parent to view students^ thinkihg, reaspniri^, and learning
 
Stix supported multimodal approaches by comparing t.he
 
problems of lecture> teacher-Gentered, rote form of instruc
 
tional designs stix stated that when teaching this form
 
teachers had difficulty assessing Students' actual leyels.pf
 
comprehension. Giving the mathematical iesson regarding
 
Stix believed many students would recall that the circumfer
 
ence of a circle was the diameter of that circle multiplied
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 J^y pi/ however, how many of these students would not remem
 
ber or more importantly understand, after the test was over,
 
what pi meant or have been able to explain the qoncept of pi
 
to other students c1early. By contrast, the multimodal
 
approach to teaching students provided a much more thorough
 
understanding of mathematics concepts and ideas. Visualiz
 
ing mathematical concepts and ideas provided a vehicle for
 
students in middle grades to make the transition from cbn­
crete to abstract mathematics reaspning (Ben-Chaim, Lappan,
 
and Housing, 1989). In the classrpom the implementatipn of
 
multimodal approaches provided students the means to discov
 
er mathematical truths during the students' own learning
 
Cycles. The teacher prompted students with the question,
 
"Does the ratio of the diameter ahd the cirCUmference stay
 
the same for all circles?" Most students were not sure
 
about this. Students applied manipulatives in orde^ to
 
determine if the hypothesis might be valid. Surprise, the
 
students discovered pi was indeed constant rega;rdiess bf the
 
size of the circle. At this point, students had solved the
 
teacher's question spatially, using martipulatives, an^
 
numerically, however, students often see manipulatives in
 
isolation and therefore, writing this experience down pro
 
vides a transition to mathematics problems on paper (Stix,
 
1994). The most effective way to teach mathematics is
 
through a journal, which acts as an esseritial vehicle to
 
record and assess the verbalization and visualization pro­
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cesses that are simultaneously at work in the learning
 
process (Vacca and Vacca, 1986)i iJournal writing offered a
 
means for students to exchange information about the stu
 
dents' learning successes and opportunities for review.
 
Journal writing engaged students to sprt out logically,
 
construct, and make concepts meaningful for the students.
 
Students remembered and retained information better once the
 
students' iearning was committed into journal entries
 
(Evans, 1984). Additionally, students who had been exposed
 
to journal writing reported that the students' anxieties
 
about mathematics decreased as a result of this journalizing
 
(Stix, 1992).
 
Stix (1992) believed student journals could be evaluat
 
ed according to the following assessment:
 
*	 did the students offer logical evidence to support
 
the students' major points.
 
*	 did students manipulate diagrams appropriately,
 
utilizing good spatial sense.
 
*	 did students coordinate pictures or words or num
 
bers for each step.
 
*	 did students exhibit an overall understanding of
 
the concept.
 
Teachers employed a rating scale of one through five: for
 
ratings of nonexistent, marginal, adequate, above average,
 
and excellent. A multimodal approach to teaching seemed to
 
be an alternative to current traditional instructional
 
strategies. Additionally, a multim approaGh, wiiich
 
included pictorial journal writing, or note-taking, took
 
advantage of students' strengths, deepened students/ under
 
standings, and taught students to commuhicate mathematics
 
concepts to others more effectively. Students became active
 
participants in the students' own learning and discovered
 
that even mathematics could be fun.
 
Traditionally mathematics dealt with signs and symbols,
 
justifying problem resolutions, supporting one's point of
 
view, and describing the development of a solution
 
(Wadington, Bitner, Partridge, and Austin, 1992). Communi
 
cation through writing had been particularly neglected
 
(NCTM, 1989). Often students believed mathematics was a
 
series of rules and formulas that had to be memorized. The
 
NCTM standards stressed the importance of having students
 
make connections in mathematics rather than studying thir
 
teen separate and/or different content areas. Teachers
 
provided students with positive writing experiences through
 
the following three phase process: the first phase was
 
writing to communicate mathematics; the second phase used
 
cooperative learning; and the third phase focused on problem
 
solving.
 
The primary goals of the first phase were to have
 
students discover the importance of writing to communicate
 
mathematics and to have students begin maintaining journals.
 
Ideas such as maintaining a mathematics bulletin board, letter
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 writing which explainipd a mathematics problem to a friend,
 
writing a note to the students' parents justifying a pur
 
chase, managing students' allowances and budgets, and commu^
 
nicating the results of a school of community suryeys pro^
 
vided students practical and creative ways to learn about
 
mathematics. Students then completed a sihgl^ writing
 
activities. Students Were asked to regulatly make journal
 
entries about the students' mathematics learning/ Spelling
 
and punctuation were not emphasized and the journal entries
 
were not graded.
 
When students were comfortable with the daily journal
 
entries, teachers began the cooperative learning phase two.
 
In groups, the need for cooperation in school and in daily
 
life was reviewed. Teachers provided ground rules for the
 
group work and formed students into groups of three or four.
 
Groups worked together completing a mathematical task.
 
Teachers observed groups and provided assistance wiieh it was
 
required. Students wrote down the mathematical task, re
 
flections about the task, and resolution of the task.
 
Teachers only moved students on to phase three once students
 
understood the process of group interaction. The goal of
 
the phase centered on problem solving tasks which were
 
related to everyday problems. The goal was accomplished
 
through journal writing and cooperative learning. Teachers
 
would put non-routine problems on overheads. Students, as a
 
class, would brainstorm in order to develop various strate­
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gies for the problem's resolution. Teachers would then
 
divide students up into cooperative learning groups, with
 
each group utilizing strategies for problem resolutibn
 
developed by the groups own members.
 
Composition of the groups changed on ^  regular basis
 
and so did an individual group member's job within the
 
group. "All students write the problem, resolution, strate
 
gies, and the student#' reflections in journals. The three
 
phase process appeared to be an affective means of integrat
 
ing the written communicatibn of mathematics and cooperative
 
problem solving (Wadingtbh, Bither, Partridge, and Austin,
 
1992).
 
"Creating occasions to write regularly is a powerful
 
strategy for learning subject matter" (Vacca and Vacca,
 
1989). Christine J. Gordon and Dorothy Macinnis (1993)
 
described a form of writing called dialogue journal writing,
 
which was used in intermediate grade mathematics classrooms.
 
Gordon and Macinnis bncouraged two forms of journal writing
 
in the mathematics journals: prompted writing where stu
 
dents answered teacher guestions and free writing (open­
ended writing) to engage students in the discovery of ideas
 
on a much more indepehdent basis.
 
A typical question to students was:
 
(1) 0.5 (2) 0.42
 
Which is larger (1) or (2)? Why? Are (1) and (2) the
 
same? Why?
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Some 	sample journal entries follow:
 
*	 0.5 is larger because the .5 is in the tenths
 
place and 0.42 has a 4 in the tenths place. The 2
 
doesn't matter. So the 0.5 is larger than the
 
0.4^ because there's a 5 in the tenths place.
 
(Grade 5)
 
*	 I think 0^42 is larger than 0.5 because 42 is a
 
higher numeral than 5. (Grade 5)
 
Teacher reviewed the above writing finding that students
 
were not linking any past iearning to the new concept of
 
decimal numbers. Gordon and Macinnis (1993) found in les
 
sons that students could assess the strengths and/or weak- '
 
nesses that students believed affected learning. Students
 
had enough awareness as learners to determine what worked
 
and what did not work. Through writing in journals, stu
 
dents exercised greater power and greater control over
 
student learning. The students became empowered. The
 
students expressed feelings and trust in the journal writ
 
ing. Student-teacher lines of communication were opened and
 
were at times a therapeiitic vehicle tor the students.
 
Examples of students' entries are listed below:
 
a. 	 I'm a bit scared after what happened in mathemat
 
ics to-day. Please help me, I am scared.
 
b. 	 I am trying to listen but my hand is always tempt
 
ing me to do something. Sometimes I can't stop
 
myself and then I get caught. I'm going to try
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harder and hope I can have more self-control.
 
c. 	 Sometimes I like Math but most times I find it
 
very difficult/ and when I get home I feel like
 
throwing my math books in the garbage. But some
 
times when I learn something I feel overjoyed and
 
very proud of myself.
 
d. 	 I want you to know I have quite a temper, if I
 
have much trobel (student misspelled trouble) in
 
anything.
 
e. 	 I feel more confident in math. I'm not afraid to
 
give a wrong answer now. The math room is nice to
 
walk into. It feels like your friend trying to
 
teach—not a teacher trying to be freindly (stu
 
dent misspelled friendly). Thanks1
 
Students' journals have taught teachers that affective
 
student concerns were as critical in the classroom as were
 
the cognitive learning concerns:
 
a. 	 I think I could use a little work in decimal read
 
ing. It's not the number so much as deciding
 
whether a tenth, hundredth or thousandth is the
 
first place value.
 
b. 	 I am priety (student misspelled pretty) sure I
 
understand about whole numbers, but decimals, I'm
 
a bit confused about them. I understand about
 
place-value. I don't understand about the ten-

based system.
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c. 	 Today> I underestand about decimal but some of the
 
words you said but then when you
 
talked about it I understood it.
 
d. 	 Can you help me with rounding 10's and 1000's?
 
Can you also help me in writing expanded, standerd
 
(student misspelled standard)> and written form?
 
Decimals I understand now better than I did be
 
fore.
 
students were willing to commit frustrations, confu
 
sions, and mistakes to the students' journal. Students were
 
much more open about the mathematics problems the students
 
discovered which engaged students in deciphering what the
 
student knew about and what the student did not understand.
 
Students communicated the difficulties in the students'
 
mathematical cognitive develppm^nt. Students wrote about
 
the discoveries and insights that were elicited in the
 
mathematics classroom.
 
Teachers responded without being judgmental or valua­
tive. Teachers' writings consisted of comments, questions,
 
words of encouragement, and/or assurance. No attempt was
 
made by teachers to teach mathematics concepts through the
 
students' journals (Gordon and Macinnis, 1993).
 
Oyefcaili journal writing by students gave teachers
 
windows of the students learning process. The journal was a
 
vehicle of communication from the student to the teacher and
 
from 	the teacher back to the student.
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 Teachers utilized information gained from the students'
 
journal writing to move on to the next lesson, or adjust the
 
next lesson, or to redo the current iesson with differing
 
instructional strategies. Many shy students, who would
 
rarely if at all participate in classroom discussions, were
 
now communicating the students' feelings and frustrations
 
directly in writing to the teachers. Journals provided
 
excellent one-on-one communication between teachers and
 
students.
 
The review of the literature has attempted to examine
 
in detail the historical research and to bring a perspective
 
to the mathematics curriculum development in order to pro
 
vide a better understanding of the evolution of change and
 
restructuring in mathematics classrooms in public schools in
 
the United States. Will journal writing survive as a vehi
 
cle for changing the way students learn in the mathematics
 
classrooms in the future? Time will be the determining
 
factor. For a great many teachers journal writing and/or
 
learning-logs opened the line of communication between
 
students and teachers. Teachers had personal contact with
 
each of the teachers' students, and this communication
 
improved teacher attitudes as well as the attitudes of the
 
students. On the basis of the students written journal
 
entries, teachers improved instructional strategies and
 
teaching methods.
 
Journal writing and/or learning-logs engaged students
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in the articulation of the students' ideas that crysitallized
 
many algebra and/or mathematical concepts, Students learned
 
to internalize and Reflect on each day's lessons. The
 
students learned to make mathematics connections^ synthe
 
size, organize thoughts, and analyze the outside community
 
and world. These journals and/or learning-logs allowed
 
students to focus on and understand the students' own
 
strengths and weaknesses. Teachers gained insight about
 
each and every student. Students shared feelings and pet^
 
sonal concerns, and in this process students really learned
 
mathematics (Bagley and Gallenberger, 1992).
 
Design and Methodology
 
This study was conducted in a large high school in San
 
Bernardino, California, for a duration of seven weeks,
 
during January, February, and March, 1997. Tlie school
 
enrollment was approximately 2,500 largely minority stu
 
dents. High-risk minority students attending pre-algebra
 
classes and from the 9th through 12th grade were tested. A
 
pre-test/post-test control group design was utilized for
 
purposes of this project. The sampling was availability
 
based. All of the students tested were fourteen to eighteen
 
years of age. There were slightly more females than males
 
in the study. The ethnicity breakdown of the students was
 
recorded precisely in tables, however, was largely Hispanic
 
(sixty to seventy percent); Africah-Amefican (tan to sixteen
 
percent); and Caucasian (fifteen to nineteen percent). Stu­
dents were from four of the author's pre-algebra classes.
 
There were approximately one hundred and thirty students
 
involved in the study.
 
The purpose of the study was to analyze through pre
 
tests, informal testing, and post-tests the impact of the
 
theories of a learning-log instructional approach on one
 
group of students, the test group, as compared to a second
 
group of students, the traditional group, taught with a
 
traditional instructional approaches to learning pre-alge­
braic linear equations and rational numbers. The results
 
suggested that there was a relationship between the students
 
use of learning-logs (smart-writes) in the test group and
 
the groups improvement on both informal and formal tests.
 
Smart-write DaiTv Routine
 
Each day began with one overhead exhibiting class
 
problems, twenty problems per day, and one group problem, a
 
problem dealing with real-life issues. After approximately
 
15-20 minutes, students were given teacher-centeired instruc
 
tion for 5-10 minutes on that day's lesson. After the
 
teacher-centered ihstruction a discussion took place.
 
Students were invited to participate in the problem solving
 
process during the discussion. Students were taught by the
 
author that making mistakes was part of the learning pro
 
cess. In order to encourage students to participate and to
 
take the risk of making mistakes, students Were rewarded
 
with points when the students made mistakes or if the stu­
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dents made correct answers (students wdrerettfarded in either
 
situation with ten points). After students were finished
 
questioning/ a Smart-write was distributed to each student.
 
This occurred usually 30-40 minutes into e class period.
 
Mondays, unless there was a holiday then it would be Tues
 
days, this author modelied the answers for the three smart-

write questions for the whole Class. The smart-write quesi­
tions were always the same three questions and were ahswered
 
by students Mondays through Thursdays. Additionally, stu
 
dents responded without teaches modelling Tuesdays through
 
Thursdays. Listed below are the Smart-write questions:
 
*	 What problem solving strategies did you learn
 
about from today's leSson?
 
*	 What confused you about today's lesson?
 
*	 Did you feel happy, anxious, afraid, intimidated, 
confident about the lesson...,? 
The author allowed sufficient time -fot ieach ^ nd ever^r ■ 
student to responde to all three questions and then immedir­
ately collected all of the Smart-writes row by row> taking
 
time to read student responses to all three questions. If a
 
student's response indicated confusion the author addressed
 
the student's difficulty immediately one-on-one. The authot
 
then repeated the collection procedure with the next row and
 
so on until all the students' Smart-writes had been collect
 
ed. At this time if several students had indicated confu
 
sion on similar problem solving issues, this author would
 
review this strategy with the whole class again from another
 
vantage point. Students submitting similar problem solving
 
strategies received additional assistance from classmates
 
with higher problem solving skills. On Fridays, students
 
were given informal tests.
 
The author scored informal tests (see Appendix A) and
 
graded student class work, group work, and hdmework for the
 
week. No grades were given for the students' Smart^writes.
 
Students were rewarded with five points per day for cpmple­
tion of the students' Smart-writes. This author did hot
 
allow students to take Smart-writes home. Students were
 
required to complete this abbreviated learning-log in class
 
(midway through the class period). The test group and the
 
traditional group populations breakdowns were recorded in
 
detail in Table 1 regarding the group's gender, age> grade,
 
special needs, and ethnicity. The test group's gender
 
breakdown had an identical number of female students repre
 
sented when compared to the traditional group and seven more
 
male students than the traditional group. Age breakdowns
 
for both groups was within 2% for grades 10 and 11 and
 
within 5% for grades 9 and 12. Students with special needs
 
represented twenty-two students in the test group and eigh
 
teen students in the traditional group. The sampling used
 
by the author was not representative of the high school as a
 
whole, because the author's classes had no college-prep
 
students and further, was largely a population of high-risk
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 minority students taking pre-algebra for the second time.
 
The author id an emplpyee of the school district and 
teaches four sections of pre-algebra, one section of market 
ing, and coaches as head coach for the varsity boy^s swim 
ming and water polo programs. The author has been teaching 
in the school district for four years. Prior fo this the; 
author was employed in the automotivejindustry in sales and 
marketing for ten years. There was no pilot study con 
ducted. ■ 
Instrumentation/Data Gdllection
 
The study utilized the quantitatiye approach in testing
 
the hypothesis. Due to limitations of time and resources,
 
the research sample was availability-based, with pretests,
 
informal tests, and post-tests being given to the author's
 
pre-algebra classes. These students entered high school
 
with deficiencies in math skills such that the students were
 
placed in the lowest math classes offered at the high
 
school. Student pretests, informal tests, and post tests
 
were completed based on the daily class attendance of the
 
students. The result of students' absence was that no test
 
score was recorded for the students on the days of absence.
 
The Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised is a test of
 
reading, spelling, and arithmetic skills. The arithmetic
 
skills, written part, test can be administered to groups of
 
students at the same time. This was a preferred attribute
 
required by the size of the sample groups. The 1984 revi­
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sion of this test, the WRAT-R, is the sixth of seyeh edi
 
tions since the test was initially developed by Joseph F.
 
Jastak in 1936. Later editions of this test were divided
 
into two levels; one for children 5-11 years of age, and the
 
second level for individuals 12 to 75 years. WRAT-R includ
 
ed the following changes from the 1978 version: (1) forms
 
with larger print and better spacing; (2) norms based on
 
5,600 subjects; (3) revision of test score results; (4)
 
arithmetic test adjusted to extend some items to lower level
 
usage; (5) extension of upper norms to age 75; (6) two
 
separate manuals, an administration manual and a diagnostic
 
and technical manual. The WRAT-R was intended for use in
 
clinical and school environments as a measure of academic
 
achievement in reading, spelling, and arithmetic. Subtests
 
may be administered in any order by teachers. The arithme
 
tic part of WRAT-R consists of written computational prObK
 
lems and an oral section for students who are unable to read
 
the written part of the test. Raw scores may be converted
 
to grade equivalents, however the administration manual
 
suggested that grade equivalents only be used as an aid when
 
discussing results with the students^ parents.
 
Technical Aspects
 
Robert C. Reinehr, Ph.D., (1984) believed that the
 
WRAT-R's internal consistency and test-retest reliabilities
 
were adequate in his review of this test. Additionally,
 
Reinehr discussed the following issues: (1) The correla­
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tion of the WRAT-R with other tests of scholastiG achieve
 
ment, also appeared adequate/ (2) Item content was too
 
limited to allow meaningful generalizations regarding skill
 
deficits particularly in arithmetic; (3) The presentation
 
of standard score information in the manual was somewhat
 
misleading and was likely to encourage misuse of these
 
scores by non-professionals. The WRAT-R had several desir
 
able features for the author's study. It could be adminis
 
tered in groups, scored easily by teachers and/or psychome­
trician. It was an acceptable alternative to group adminis
 
tered achievement tests. The pre-test, WRAT-R Level 2 of
 
the arithmetic written version, was administered to all the
 
sample students on the same day. Students added to the
 
classes after the WRAT-R pre-test day were excluded from the
 
study by the author. The WRAT-R arithmetic tests offeirs
 
fifty-six problems ranging from simple addition and subtrac
 
tion to finding logarithms and solving systems of equations.
 
Approximately twenty-three of the fifty—six arithmetic
 
problems that made up WRAT-R were of the type pre:sented
 
during the author's mathematics less^ pre-algebra
 
classrooms (see Appendix A for identification of the specif
 
ic problems referred to). The students entering these (4)
 
pre-algebra classes have an extremely wide-range of abili^
 
ties, from students who cannot multiply two times two to
 
students who can comfortably solve 1inear equations and
 
rational problems. The author provides the ambitious reader
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with an extremely detailed individiial question by ihdividual
 
student for each of the study's respondents' responses in
 
Appendix A. Pretests were administered to the study's
 
studehts the week prior to the student use of Smart^writes
 
and post-tests were administered immediately following the
 
study's duration period.
 
informal tests were administered to the students on
 
Fridays at the end of each week of the study. Five informa1
 
tests were admiriistered. Tests are included in Appendix A,
 
Students' informal tests consisted Of ten questions and one
 
or two bonus problems. Both the test group and the tradi
 
tional group took identical tests.
 
Post-test was identical to the pretest. It was admin
 
istered in the same way as the pretest. Correlation of the
 
pretest and post-test results were based on many factors in
 
addition to those issues previously mentioned such as: the
 
students' dropput rates, the students' attendance rates, the
 
students' expulsions, the students' tardies, the students'
 
receiving call slips (excused from class for personal/couns­
eling reasons), etc.
 
Data Treatment Procedures
 
After the tests were completed by the subjects, the
 
author began an assessment of the instrument results accord
 
ing to the guidelines contained in the WRAT-R administration
 
manual. Correct answers were awarded one point each and
 
there was no penalty for incorrect answers. Each student's
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score was adjusted up by ten points, in accordance with
 
WRAT-R manual instructions. This was required hecaiise the
 
oral portion of the arithmetic section could not be adminis
 
tered in group form and therefore, was not administered to
 
the subject students in this Study. Student perfbrmahce on
 
the informal tests was contrasted and/or compared for the
 
test group versus traditional group. Student homework
 
completion performance was contrasted and/or compared for
 
the test group versus the traditional group. The students'
 
attendance was contrasted and/or compared for the test group
 
versus the traditional group. The students' ages; genders,
 
grade in school, special needs, and ethnicities were con
 
trasted and/or compared for the test group versus the tradi
 
tional group. The students' performances on the WRAT-R
 
pretest and post-test were contrasted and/or compared for
 
the test group versus the traditional group. This provided
 
a model for contrast and/or comparison of the results of the
 
formal and informal instruments and the basic data which
 
allowed for a deductive-hypothetical style of analysis
 
utilized in quantitative research.
 
Presentation of Findings
 
The study was generated in order to determine if there
 
exists any relationship between a student's and a teacher's
 
use of learning-logs (Smart-writes) in two of the author's
 
pre-algebra classes when contrasted and/or compared with
 
another two of the author's pre-algebra classes. The find­
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ings suggested that students taught in a classroom by a
 
teacher with instructional approaches, utilizing learning-

logs, had more success on formal and informal tests, better
 
homework completion behaviors, better attendartce, and final^
 
ly, a Somewhat mOre thorough understanding of the lesson's
 
mathematical concepts.
 
One hundred and thirty students began the study with
 
one hundred and fifteen completing the five-week study.
 
Thirteen students dropped the pre-algebra classes, seven
 
from the test group and six from the traditional group. TWo
 
Students from the author's test group were expelled during
 
the duration of the study for drug possession and dealing
 
drugs. While the high school's counselors replaced students
 
who were dropped from these classes with new students, these
 
new students were excluded from the study, because of insuf
 
ficient data development, learning-log participation, and/or
 
lesson completion by these newer students.
 
study were almost evenly split regarding genders of the
 
students for males, and were evenly Split for females. The
 
age range of the subject students was from fourteen y^^
 
age to eighteen years of age.
 
Limitations of the Design
 
Research designs have limitations. During this study
 
the limitations listed below were discovered: (1) The
 
first limitation was time. Duration of the study was ap
 
proximately seven weeks; (2) The second limitation was the
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inherit technical aspects of the WRAT-R pretest and WRAT-R
 
post-test; (3) The third lirpiitation was that the number of
 
questions asked of the study's students was limited t
 
fifty-six questions for the WRAT-R and ten questiorts for the
 
informal tests; (4) The fourth limitation was the small
 
sample of students utilized in the study; (5) the fifth
 
limitation was that the sample students were not allowed to
 
respond to the hypothesis through any other means other than
 
throuqh the pretest, informal tests, post-test, and the
 
Smart-write instruments; (6) the sixth limitation was that
 
the students were not evenly matched based on mathematical
 
abilities; (7) the seventh limitation was that the students'
 
ethnicity, gender, aqe, grade, and special needs were not
 
evenly matched; (8) The eighth limitation was that the
 
student sample was not representative of the larger sample
 
of students at the high school. The study displays to the
 
reader a relationship of variables essential for student
 
mathematical achievement and possibly integral for the
 
students' transition to the job market and on a wider basis,
 
the students' opportunities for successful participation in
 
the community.
 
Conclusion
 
The author wanted to begin research on a topic relevant
 
to high-risk minority students in education today. Research
 
was developed at the adolescent level as a direct result of
 
the desire to assist the author's current and future mathe­
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matics students. The scope of the study was limited to the
 
author's (4) pre-algebra classes and the author's classroom
 
application of an emerging paradigm focused on supporting
 
high-risk minority student learning through students' jour
 
nal writings and/or learning logs. This author contends
 
that the basic premises of the journal writing instructional
 
approaches as shown throughout the review of the literature,
 
particularly the Smart-writes in pre-algebra classes have
 
proven to be a viable approach in teaching high-risk minori
 
ty students mathematics skills in the author's (4) pre­
algebra classes.
 
The Smart-write program was initiated in January of
 
1997, and has become a critical ingredient of the mathemat
 
ics curriculum and business curriculum in this author's pre­
algebra and marketing classrooms.
 
The question for this study was: Will the implementa
 
tion of a learning-log program (Smart-write) in the class
 
room prove to be a significant factor for increasing mathe^
 
matical retentioh and comprehension? The hypothesis was
 
that the students who participate in the test group will
 
reflect significant growth when contrasted and/or compared
 
to students who have experienced traditidnal approaches in
 
the instruction of mathematics concepts. The hypothesis has
 
been supported by all test results, which included WRAT-R
 
pretest and post-test and the author's informal tests. The
 
student subjects had no relationship to each other; the two
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groups had differing student subjects in each group, and the
 
subjects were placed in the study's test group or tradition­
al group, from a common population, by the high school's
 
counselors at random, based on the individual student's
 
scheduling needs and curriculum requirements.
 
The author tested the difference between the test group
 
(an experimental group) and the traditional group (a control
 
group). The students were pretested in January, 1997.
 
Smart-writes were given to all students in the test group.
 
Post-testing was conducted during the first week of March,
 
1997. All results of the testing indicated that students in
 
the test group (experimental group) or the learning-log
 
(Smart-write) program made good improvement when contrasted
 
and/or compared to the traditional group (control group).
 
WRAT-R Testing; Pretest and Post-test
 
The Wide Range Achievement Test-Revised (1984) is a
 
battery of standardized tests generally designed to rank
 
students by grade-level equivalents. The arithmetic section
 
of the WRAT-R was used without the oral arithmetic portion,
 
to determine the effect of learning-logs on the development
 
of mathematical skills in high-risk minority students. The
 
individual scores were then averaged to obtain a class mean
 
score to be used as a comparison to judge overall growth.
 
The test data on the four classes could then be evaluated.
 
A t-test for independent samples was used to test for
 
differences between the two group (See Appendix A) The
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 post-test was administered seven weeks later to both groups.
 
Analysis of the test data showed that the mean from the test
 
group was significantly higher than that of the traditional
 
group. The results support the contention of the hypothesis
 
that writing is closely connected to mathematics retention
 
and comprehension, and further, that growth in these areas
 
can be an expected outcome of a learning-log (Smart-write)
 
approach in a mathematics classroom.
 
Additionally, the author made numerous observations of
 
the students throughout the study as the students engaged in
 
writing down the mathematics strategies and then, actually
 
put the strategies into practice. Based on tests, formal
 
and informal test data, completed homework assignments>
 
Smart-Write students' responses, and students' attendance
 
behaviors, the author believes that the learning-log (Smart­
write) approach was validated and further, that the use of
 
writing approach with mathematics teaching provided students
 
with a less anxious, much more effective means to learn
 
mathematics. From the start this author modelled for stu
 
dents about how journal entries could be made. This author
 
made students' writing a positive and non-graded experience.
 
Students quickly became a lot more involved With the mathe
 
matics lessons.
 
The results produced the following positive outcomes
 
that were readily observable by the author: First, students
 
came into class each day and went to work on the mathematics
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probleias immediately, and in many instanGes before the bell
 
rang to start class; Second, shy students began communicat
 
ing their confusions in writing, thereby gaining an immedi
 
ate response from the author; Third, student participation
 
in class discussion expanded to students who had not partic
 
ipated previously, without teacher's prompting; Fourth,
 
students seemed much more comfoftable in the classroom
 
learning environment; Fifth, students valued the students'
 
writing and also, improved the students' own writing skills
 
during the seven—week duration of the study; and finally.
 
Sixth, students were much more willing to take the risks of
 
making mistakes in front of the students' peers. Positive
 
support, self-assurance, and confidence in writing, as an
 
integral part Of the writing process, were the rewards for
 
everyone who participated in this study.
 
In conclusion, the experience of implementing a program
 
from such an extensive review of the current and recent
 
literature provided the students with a learning strategy
 
that will serve them well throughout the students' edUGation
 
and professional careers. Additionally, the predecessprs of
 
journal writing in mathematics found the author as a new
 
proponent of the value of having students write daily about
 
the challenges and rewards of learning mathematics and other
 
academic concepts and/or ideas. Future high-risk minority
 
students, taught by the author will be the beneficiaries of
 
a very important hypothesis.
 
6i: . .
 
Recommendations for Further Research
 
Recommendations for further research are as follows.
 
First, utilization of a larger sample with the possibility
 
of generalization. This would provide a much more effective
 
basis for changing current curriculum designs to incorporate
 
writing with the traditional mathematics curriculum and to
 
align with NCTM's standards; Second, provide a follow-up
 
study with a similar sampling of students in the same grade
 
levels and record changes or shifts in the resulting data;
 
Third, broaden the sample to include students K through 12th
 
grade, including college prep and alternative study, and
 
adult students; Finally, to conduct similar research within
 
the European and Asian educational systems.
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1 4  y r s  . 0  ■  
0 . 0 %  
2  6 . 1 %  
2  
3 . 2 %  
1  4 . 3 %  0  
0 . 0 %  ^ 1  1 . 8 % 
  
G r a d e  ■  " 	  
1 2 t h  g r a d e  
3  ■  1 0 . 0 %  
.  4  1 2 . 1 %  ■  
■  . 7  
1 1 . 1 %  
1  4 . 3 %  3  
■  9 . 1 %  4  7 . 1 %  
L J 
  
1 1 t h  g r a d e  
,  5  ,  
1 6 . 7 %  0  
0 . 0 %  , 5  
7 . 9 %  5  2 1 . 7 %  0  
0 . 0 %  5  8 . 9 %  
1 0 t h  g r a d e  7  
2 3 . 3 %  
1 3  .
. 3 9 . 4 %  2 0  3 1 . 7 %  
.  - 4  1 7 . 4 %  1 3  
3 9 . 4 %  1 7  3 0 . 4 %  
9 t h . g r a d e  
1 5  5 0 . 0 %  1 6  
4 8 . 5 %  
3 1  
4 9 . 2 %  
1 3  5 6 . 5 %  1 7  
5 1 . 5 %  
3 0  5 3 . 6 %  
S u b  t o t a l s 	  
■  3 0  ■  
3 3 „  6 3  2 3  3 3  
5 6  
* S p e c i a l  H e e d s 	  
.  L B P  ■  9  
3 0 . 0 %  4  
1 2 . 1 %  1 3  
2 0 . 6 %  
' l  3 0 . 4 %  ■  
3  9 . 1 %  1 ©  
1 7 . 9 %  
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 	  N E P  
1  3 . 3 %  
I  3 . 0 %  
' 2  
, 3 . 2 %  0  0 , 0 %  
, ■  1  
3 . 0 %  
1  1 . 8 %  
F E P  
1  
3 . 3 %  
3  
"  9 . 1 %  "  4  
6 . 3 %  ■  
3  
1 3 . 0 %  .  3  
9 . 1 %  6  
, 1 0 . 7 % ,  
S P E D  
@  ,  
' ■  0 . 0 % ^  ■ 3  
9 . 1 %  ■  
,  - 3  4 . 8 %  
0  0 . 0 %  
0  0 . 0 %  0  
0 . 0 %  
R -
.  0 -
0 . 0 %  
0  
0 . 0 %  
0  
0 . 0 %  
0  0 . 0 %  
1  
,  3 . 0 %  1  
1 , 8 %
-
E t h n i c i t y 	  
H i s p a n i c  2 2  ■  
7 3 . , 3 %  2 1  6 3 . 6 %  4 3  .  
6 8 . 3 %  
1 7  7 3 . 9 %  
1 8  
5 4 . 5 %  3 5  ■  6 2 . 5 %  
B l a c k  
2  ■  - - 6 . 7 %  
5  
1 5 . 2 %  
7  
1 1 . 1 %  
4  
1 7 . 4 %  5  1 5 . 2 % ,  
9  1 6 . 1 %  
. C a u c a s i o n  5  -
1 6 . 7 %  
5  1 5 . 2 %  1 0  
1 5 ' . 9 %  
2  ■ 8 . 7 %  
9  2 7 . 3 %  
1 1  1 9 . 6 %  
O t h e r  1  ■  
■ 3 . 3 %  
,  2  6 . . 1 %  3  
4 . 8 %  0  @ i 0 %  
1  3 . 0 %  
, 1  ,  
1 , 8 %  
w  
O  
H  
X  
a  
( D  
s  
o  
p j  
. 1 - 3  
( D  
c n  
r t  
H ­
y  
a Q  
P  
t r  
H  
( D  
c n  
L E P  ■ ( l i m i t e d ' I n g l i s h - p . r o f i c l e n c y I  j , . .  M E P  ( n o n  E n g l i s h  p r o f i c i e n c y ) - -
F E P ,  . ( f l u e n t "  S n g l i s h  p r o f i c i e n c y )  ,  
S P E D '  . ' ( s p e c i a l  e d u c a t i o n )  ^  a n d  R  t r e s 0 u r c e )  ' «  ■  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
, TABLE 2
 
Pre-Test Sesults fe y Age of Eespoadssts Rat Scores.
 
**Test Group 14 yrs ^ 15 yrs 16 yrs 17 yrs 13 yrs 
Girls Boys Girls . Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys liris Boys 
Period 1 26 25 26 26 32 24 A ■/' .15 
28 30 30 . 37. 24, ■ 36 
27 23 23 , 36 30. 30 ; 
32 28 • 24 35.. 
. 32 36 ■ ■ 2.1 
31 25 .26 
Totals 29.33 27.83 26.33 2 9,.00 3.0.50 30,00 36.0® .0.00 
Period 2 30 . 29 29 29 31 30 29 30 : 32 21 
30 28 . 30 . 38 26 31 
20 28 40 31 ■ 31' 
22 24 24 24 
34 28 21 25 
29 26 ■ 44; 
. 25 26 
Totals 30.00 29.00 27.00 27.40 28.29 32.00 28.67 30.01 32.01 2'9.5® 
'^Periods 1 i 2 30.00 29.00 21..8 5 27.64 25.11 26.83 29.11 30.01 34.11 29.50 
*fraditiosal Group 14 yrs 15 yrs 16 yrs . 1.7 yrs : 18 :yrs . 
Girls . Boys Girls . Bop Girii Beys Girls 1leys . Siili Boys . 
Period 3 22 0 27 25 20 .25 24 ' '31 ■ 26 
25 	 . 24 21 36 30 : 21 26 
:	 27 30 .. 21 . 31 
26 31 
18. 
.: .21 . 
fstals 22.00 .0.01 26.01 24.50 25.25 .30.33 27,10 21.17 - ■ l.il ■2 7.'61 
Period 5 25 - 23 2.5 31 39 31 ■ 21 ■ .• ' 31 : 28 
30 32 36 20 26, 
26 32 28 12 
31 22 23 30 
29 32 27 
28 31 38 
26 34 
27 34 
. 34 
Totals 25.00 27.83: 28.38 27.10 30.25 28.50 21.00 34,11 28.00 
^Periods 3 & 5 23.50 0.08 27.38 27.61 31..50 31.29 27.75 28 . 57 . 34.11 27.75 
Cosgarisoa of 
{Test-fraditiosall 5.50 29.00 -1.53 0.04 -6.40 -3,45 1.96 1.33 ■ l.fl . 1.75 
CosfarisQB of 
(Ifest/fraditiosal) 127.71 0.01 94.41 10.0.11. 79.71 .88,61 117.11 104.71 iff.I'1 116.31 
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Pre-fest Itbsicity CoiparisoB of Resgoa^eats By Stad? Grougs/Cksa Periods 
Ferioi 1 Period 2 Period 16 2 Period 16 2 Period 3 Period S Period 3 & 5 Period 3 6 5 
age Girls Bop, Girls Girls Bop (all Stafisatsj Girls Girls Bop Girls Boy (.all Stadeats) 
lispanic 14 6=61 1.01 1 5.31 1 6.71 1 2.91 1 3.3V 2 3.1V 0.61 6.8V 1 5.61 1 3.7V 6 0.64 1 1.9V 
IS 6 46.61 2 13.31 6 31.61 2 13.31 12 35.31 4 13.3V 16 25.01 2 22.2V 2 15.4V 2 11.11 2 14.31 4 14.81 4 14.84 8 14.81 
16 4 26.71 5 33.31 4 21.11 2 13.31 a 23.51 7 23.31 15 23.44 4 44.4V 2 15.4V 7 38.31 1 7.11 11 46.7V 3 11.IV 14 25.94 
17 2 13.31 2 13.31 2 10.51 2 13.31 4 11.8V 413.31 8 12.5V 1 11.IV 3 23.1V i S.6I 1 7.11 2 7.4V 4 14.84 b 11,14 
18 1 6.71 i 6.71 1 5.31 1 6.71 2 5.9V 2 6.71 4 6.3V 0.81 2 15.41 1 5.61 1 7.11 1 3.7V 3 11.14 1:, 7.4V 
*Sub total 13 86.71 16 66.71 14 73.71 8 53.31 27 7§.4i 18 60.01 45 70.31 7 77.8V 9 69.24 5 35.71 19 70.4V 14 51.94 33 51.11 
Black 14 6.61 8.61 0.01 0.01 6 0.61 0 i.0l 0 0.0V 1 11.IV 6.64 1 3.74 6 0.6V 1. 1.34 
IS . 6.01 2 13.31 1 5.31 I 6.71 1 2.11 3 lIJi 4 6.3V 0.64 1.04 2 11.11 1 7.11 2 7.41 1 3.71 3 5.6V 
16 . 1.61 0.61 i 5.31 2 13.31 1 2.JV 2 6.7V 3 4.71 6.01 1 7.74 2 14.31 6 6.64 3 11.14 3 5.6V 
17 6.61 6.61 6.81 1,01 0 0.01 0 0.01 1 0.0V 6.61 1 7.74 0 0.61 1 3.71 i. 1.31 
o^ 18 6.61 0.01 . 0.01 0.01 1 6.6V ^ 0.81 0 0.01 6.01 1 7.74 6 6.64 1 3.71 i 1.94 
(ji 
*Sub total 0 6.61 2 13.31 2 10,51 3 20.01 2 5.91 5 16.7V 7 10.91 1 11.IV 3 23,14 2 1i.il 3 21.41 3 11.14 6 22.2V 9 16.7V 
Anglo 14 0.61 0.01 0.61 l.ll 0 0.01 0 0.0V 1 0.0V 6.01 . 6.64 6.81 0.61 & & tA% ikV Qi M 
IS 6.01 2 13.31 1 5.31 1 6.71 I 2.91 3 10.01 4 6.3V 0.61 6.64 2 11.11 4 28.61 2 7.44 4 14.84 6 . 11.IV 
16 6JI 0.01 ■ 0.01 2 13.31 0 6.01 2 6.71 , 2 3.1V 1 ll.lV 1 7.14 3 11.14 3 11.14 s 11.11 
17 2.13.31 ,1 6.71 , 1,01 ■ §..01 2 5.9V 1 3.31, 3 4.71 6.8V ; 6.64 
A n (k% Si & M' ^ Ci®­
18 6.11 1.61 0.01 1 6.7V 0 ill . 1 3.31 1 1.6V , 6.6V 6.64 0 6,01 6 0,64 0 6.61 
*Sub total 2 13.31 3 20.01 I 5,31 4 26.71 3 8.81 7 23.31 10 15.6V 1 11.14 1 7.741 4 22.21 6 42.91 5 18.54 7 25.94 12 22,24 
Other 14 . 6.61 /0.6I : 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0 6.01 0 0.6V 6.0V . 6.6V 0 6.6V 6 0.94 6 , 6.01 
■ IE13 • «.»{ fl Si®.9i ® Si■®i04 S.Bi aV A SIW s ^9 4 i &%V V » W € A 
A ai
VtV% . 6 01 V1v'« Ih (h k Qi 
16 1.01 ,, .0.01 : 210.51 . ' 0.01 2 5.91 : 0 0.0V I 3.1V 0.04 6.04 0 6.01 0 0.01 0 6.64 
lip,11: a a aife.« a aii5.B< 9 fliB.s? V ^ a ® 0 ii a A SI j fliytxit 0 6.01 0 0J4 6^ . 0.64 
18 8.61 0.01 0.81 i.ii 0 0.01 8 0.SI 0: 0.01 , 6.64 6.64 0 0.01 0 6,64 0 0.64 
"Sal total : 6 8.01 0 0.01 2 10.5.1 0 0.01 2 5.91 0 1.01 2 3.11 6 0.64 0 0.04 ; «: 0,®V 
"Totals 15 1101 . 15 1101 19 1001 15 1601 34 1601 30 100t 64 1001 9 100V . 13 1604 14 1001 27 14 27 1061 54 1001 
  
 
 
 
»I4
 
By Study Groups/CIsss Periods
 
"fest Group 14 yrs 15 yrs 16 yrs 17 yrs 18 yrs
 
Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Bop Girls ■ 3o
 
Period 1 	 15 2 15 2 16 1 16, 2. 11 1 17 1 13 6
 
15 4 15 3 16 ,1 16 .3 17. 2 17 3 ,
 
15 S , 15 . 5 16 2 16 9, 17 4 11 1®
 
, \ 15 10 15 S , 16 10 17 10
 
-ll.li ' IS 9 16 10 :
 
15 11 15 11
 
"Period awrafe age yrs/ios. . 15 8 15 6 16 1 16 7 ,17 4 17 5 13 ,6 I
 
Period 2 , 14 3, 14 10 15, 3 15 4 16 1 16 0 17 1 17 2 18 2 18 2
 
' , 	 15 4 15 5 16 1 16 1 1? 1 IS 3
 
IS 6 15 7 IS i 16. 2 IT I
 
15 7 ,15 8 16 5 16 ,3
 
15 8 11 9 , 16 9 16 S 
. IS 8 ;■ 16 § IS 7 , ' 
■ 15 10 ' , 18 11 	 ■ ' 
"Period average age yrs 14 3 14 10 	 15 7 15 7, 16 6 16 3 11 3 17 2 IB 2 IS 3 
"Periods 1 & 2 cOBbiaed 14 3 . 14 18 	 15 7 14 6 16 3 . 13 5 , 1? 2 17 1 IS i, 48 I 
"fraditiosal Group 14 ps .15 yrs 16 yrs 17 yrs. 
Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls iop Girls lays . Girls 
Period 3 , 14 3 IS 7 IS 1 II t 16 0 . ,17 @ IT 2 , 18 1 
15 I IS, 4 16 3 16 8 17 10 .17 6 , ' 1,8 1 
16 11 16 11,, , 17 1, ■ 18 2 
■ ' " , 16. 8' . . , 17. 8 : .: 
■ n,.i0, ... ^ '	 : 
"Period average age yrs 14 3 . 15 7 15 3 16 6 16 6 17 5 17 7 , t I IS 1 
Periods, 14 7 15 3 15 i 16 0 .16 7 II 6 17 5 11 I. II 5 
15.7 15 1 16 1 16 11 17 7 
11 7- 15 5 16 4 16 11 
15 4 15 7 16 S. . ■ . : 
.. 15 9 15 8, 16. 5 
15 10 15 8 . 16 7 , 
.15 11 15 8. 
15 11 ' , 16 9- . „ 
"■ 16-9 ■ ■ . 
"Period average age yrs 14 7 0 8 15 7 45 6 16 5 ,46 18 17 7 17 4 18 8 , 18 1 
'Periods 3 ,& 5 cotbiaed 14 5 8 	 15 7 15 6 16 5 16 8 , 17 6 17 6 11 i IS 2 
66 
  
fHLE 5
 
Sfeekij! Itteadaaee Soigarisoa of !est aad Traditioaal Group
 
leek il Seek 12 Jeek 13 feek 14 leek 15 
Test fwsg (4daysk) {§ day wk) (I day skj (5 daf.wk) (5 day wll 
Period 1 'Total studeats 3i as 42 : 43 4i . 
"attesdaace hours ^ 78 62.91 102 7S.81 137. 31.51 141 .32.01 125 76.21 
'"abseuce hours 46 37,11 42 29.21 , 31 16.51 31 18.®l 39 23.81 
total hours avaiialile 124 W0.01 144 100.01 168 M.01 172 100.11 .164 101.01 
: (i of staSeBts k 4 days 
or 5 days). 
Period 2 Total studeuts 35 37 42 44 42 i 
attesdauce hours 118 84.31 106 71.61 118 70.21 155 88,11 133 79.21 
abseude hours 22 15ill 42 28.41 58 29.81 21 11.91 35 20.81 
total hours arailable 140 100.01 148 100.01 168 100.01 176 100.01 168 180.01 
. {t of studeuts I 4 days 
orSdafs). 
Periods {1 £ 2) Total studeats 66: . 73 . . 84 87 . 83 
atteudaBce hours 195 74.21 208 71.21 255 75.91 296 85.11 258 77.71. 
ahaoBce hoars 63 25.81 84 28.81 81 24.11 52 14.91 74 22.31 
total hours arailalle 264 100.01 292 100.§i 336 100.01 348 W.ll 332 100.01 
(t o! studeats t 4 days 
or.5 days). 
Traditioaal groap
 
Period 3	 Total students 34 3! 40 43 36
 
attesdaace hoars 88 64.11 95 . 67.91 121 75.61 127 73.81 89 61.81
 
ahseacs hoars 48 35,31 45 32.11 39 24.41 45 26.21 51 38.21
 
total hoars aifailahie . 136 100.81 140 100.01 iSI 10I.01 172 100.01 144.100.01
 
(i of students t i dap
 
or 5 days).
 
Period 5	 Total stadeats, 37 39 36 
atteadance hoars 118 79.71 101 64.71 107 74.31 118 73.81 ■87 62.11 
abseoce hours 30 -20.31 . IS 35.31 37 25,71 42 26.31 53 37.91 
total hoars wailahk 148 100.01 156 100.01 144 100.01 160 100.01 140 100.11 
(I of stadeats x 4 days
 
or 5 days).
 
Periods (3 & 5]	 Total stadeats 71 , 14 76 : 83 71 
attesiaace hoars, 216 72.51 196 66.21 228 75.0 245 73.81 176 62.01 
abseace hoars 73 27.51 100 33.81 76 25.0 ■ 87 26.21 108 38.01 
total hoars available 284 100.01 296 100.01 304 100.0 332 100.01 234 100.01 
Test group p. . atteadance hoars 74.21 71.21 75.91 85.11 77,71 
Traditional group atteadaace hoars 72.51 66.21 75.01 73.81 62.01 
Test poag ?s. absence boors 25.81 28.81 24.11 11.91 22.31 
Traditional group absence hours 27.51 33.81 25.11 26.21 38.01 
'Represeats the aaaber of stadeats on the attendaace for each seek. 
"Represents total aaaber of stadeate tiiss tie aasber of ptriods of atteaaaB.ee. 
'"Repesests total Buiber of stadeats tiaes the lailer of periods of 
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TA8II C
 
PRHEST minis Br iKsivisafit mtsim mt
 
Test (grfiUff Ptriod 1)
 
Probles Typt
 TotaU of total 
additm (>) i
 I I i 1 1 i I1i i i i I 1 II I I l-XCi. -. I 28 ie«.in 
iuhtmtm (-) I 1 i 1 I.i i 4, i I1 II II I V:%1 II III X i ■ i': 28 lliJit 
{^) I I t i IIII iII i I i:i III4 IIi t I I 27 3S.43t 
M 1 I I IIII X II I II I I t IIII I I 26 52Jbl 
(-) I I 1 1 1 1 II IiI iIIIII I III 1 4- 4 1 27 SSJn 
(-) X I 1 1 iI X I IIIiIiIi 1 iI i iI Ii 1 26 $ZM% 
euitiplicatlQii (x) I I 1 II I X I X III S i l lIIiII t I i IB i8§.m
divisifiB (f) II I 1 II I X I X II 1 IIIIIIiII 1II I
 
N ' I I 1I 1 $ II I l-l;I1 X X 1 IIiIII
 I 2S 83,231 
(?)'j dtslsai 1 I I I 1 i X X i I iII i I I t II i i i I I 27 36J31 
H I S I II 1II X I: IIi i 1II i;III! X 8 I I 24 QlJIt 
(4j tf «ixid fristicn I I i i 9 I 8 9 1 i" i i 1 it il lIiI 1 17 61.711 
(♦) y mti fnetim r.!:I i s i i 1" IIi 8 f 4,f i 1 I I iI 8 i 8 28.$7t 
{%) V dzd frastisn e 1 I iI X II 1 «•. 9 9 I Vt'l I 9 ■i; 9 I 8I:III 1 u u.m 
(x) « ahd fractiefi i $ s X ■|V9' : I';,!:-: 8 9 9 9 I i 4'" § II 9 III 1 2S.m 
(♦) I I I 1 § I iI t II Ii t I 9 I'I iIIi 4-:4'^' Bs.tnWhng divisioii i I I II iII I I i:;| ­ II II X III I IiI I 2S $S.23I 
divisisfi § I B i 8 1 t i l l I f I- ■ I ,i; 9 IIIIII 13 41.43* 
ft. t« iashss (eoBvart) t I.«''i ■:r J• l'-|; 1 8 9' 1 9 9 9 II I 9 X 1 ■-4;49.m V 
(-) y lissd frsetisa f 9 8 9 @ IIiI.1■l.|.| IIi t i l lI t I 1 7.m2
 
I*] V aized fraeti§n{s) '.I iII 8 1.1 III I Ii 8
§ I .1': 1 2i.m 
It]
 ■I' i 9 I t i l lI 1 1 I:1 9 ■ir'i- II X I X 9 13 4143* 
chg desisal U psrseat I fr'l IiiM/ri 9 I■rr:i- I r II i S 28.sn 
H « aixed frsctlsa I iIIII tki § I § i iI I- 1I 7 25411 
{%)(faeiiais % 8 i t'-i t i 1 I i'l ' 9 9 I .1 r III II 1 IS S3.S7* 
fkd 19 avtrags
 II II :r II II I 9 i I § f II ".'f- 3 11.71* 
I k dseliai ,1: II 9 f 9 I 11 1I I:rI 9 I.,1., I 1 1
 
frsetidfi ts % II 8 8 I .1
 i:.! 9 III 8 1 8 9 8 1 9 1 2 1441 
ieng divkks (dsciaals) 9 I II t 1 1 i :§ I-1I 8 1IiI I II 1 IX 39.23* 
W ft. S laches I 9 f .,i;i j.:,"!: ri,r |:;i- I'l-i 9 9 t.4- 'II i ;|:4I 3 8 
Solve siagis varlahli gq. I 1 IiI 1 i ll!I 9 9 11/.1 I-t 1 I 1 1 iI 9 I 18 64.21* 
S^iva siG|l« wiahle § I 9 9 i iJ'fi 4' «. ■ i I 9 I I 9 8 i I 9 Y: 2 hm 
(x) w ssisad fractlsii{$S
 " i-t-r I § § i 8 4 I ivi." I f 1 Y'-. 3 18.711 
(x) pgfesats {%] $: !■ II § f 9 9 9 II t 9 II 4.1I 8IM- i
 
deci§al te fractions 8,'I 'I: 9 9 I 9 I § 8 9 
 9 .9'. :9- @ I I § 9 ■f : ::<i\4ji* ■ ■ ■ •'? 
gesaetry find coaplgssnt ".II: I i 9 I 8 I II f 9 i 9a 8 1 1 ij§* 
expoGSRt prspgrtiss
 I 8 I-V a 9 i f I 9 I 9 I r'. 'i i I 9 i 9 I I 12 12.86*
 
(;) deeiiai/fraction 1: I 9 9 9 9 I f 1 1 ■•I'Vi ■ 1.1, |V:
 1 2 744*' 
varisbift iqaatlan 9 I I i, 9; t i 3 iII 9 8 i 8 I; -I-i. 4-i ;|4'■4 9 §JI*

{%) piresist 8 I I 9 1 9 9 1 I f I iI I III i',i;
.4 f I'i 8 Y 1.11*;'
cbangf sg. ft ts sq. yds II f 9 II I I f I 9 I;­i i- I t' 8 I f
 
Qfdtr if (sptrstiejis i I ) iV-i- 3 1 : 1 i I 1 I I 9 9 I 9 i 1
I- t 341* (^-1 $ptm$ if equatioas 8 I I 8 I § 9 9 9 I': i I 9 "i I, 1 ■ IM'|:'4- 9 I 1: 9 3 IIJU 
••2nd dfgrti single var ?q. f $ I t 3 8 9 9 $ $ 8 § 9 i-i/i:.! § I i I 8 
2nd dggfff single var eq. § I 8 i i t i I s § i.'V9: .1 J. ..§ • ■"i •, I-4-. .l/i; 4- I 347* 
convert Se«an nug«rals 9 I I i § 9 9 § I 9 I- II I l';­ :i;/r

find iiitsrsst on f -'i- t; I 3 r r II S 8 , '8:;l:;8 "1. 8 § 9i 8 1 i.m
| I 9 9
 
solve sptss if iq, 1
l:;! I I. 'I.:! 9 f i 8 8 § I' ■|v4- „i I i'l
 
solve systes of sq. 1; -I: I §■ I I II- § 8 ,i: 3 IJ jy-l.l:I
 YY: i-.
 
find sqyare r§str I 9 9 i"i.I f 9 I■4
 .l'4.'4::4".I 1 I f 9.4 1 1 25.19* 
single variahk eqnation II 9 ^r f .4 9 . I 8 9 I i:i :.r-4,--l 4- 9 I I'ivl 
. find sqoare root § I § I 9 i:.l; r .-r i-r i.i/i1^'fI 9 I I 44' 
find kgaritha l'.l "i I 9 i II 9 I I'-;%.I ' Y-4 :'l ;,l4|„, 'f - ■.| f ■ f.; §. ,|,. ;4;.N|4n'Vy- ' 
find hgarithf i 9 i 8 $ 8 § ■r: 'i- '-i/.i - r 'i';r:i 9 
2nd degree single var sq.
 8, .,-f I :i; 'I-: Y r ■ '.r: B: ':YYa 9 4411
factor single variable eg. I■■ I I i' ' ■ 8'$ I I Yi:i'YYY-Y4 Y'}i-1v'lVf.:t:i YY I 8 i.tn
 
t«s These qsestioas are single viriabli iqyatiess (fasns of stBdy). 
tts These qaistions ire topics covirtd by lessons in onr prt-elgebra coarst/ 
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TMl£ 7 
psaesT minn iv ikqivibmi m^nm ttpe 
Tfist (group Ptrisd 2]
 
RrsbUi Typo
 
1 iMtioa (♦) I 1 i I i 1 1 1 1 1 IiI 1 I II 1 I 1 i 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 I I 32 tiun 
2 subtraction (-) IIIII III 1 i 1 i 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 i 1 I 1 1 1 1 II ;4: ■ 
I 1 I I I I 1 1 I I IIII I 1 I 1 1 I i I X I 1 II 1 I 1 i n 
iW iI i I l.l II 1 i i 1 1 1 I i I 1 t i l l I I 1 1 1 1 I I i'.vP321l8i4g|';: '^' 
5(-) 1 1 1 i III 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 II I 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I n 1S8J11 
I II !II 1 1 i 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 8.1 1 i 31 %M%; W
 
J mltiplisatiofl (x) i 1 1 1 I I i I II i II 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I II 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 
I division (i) 1 1 V\ '1: 1 1 1 I I 1 1 i 1 I 1 I i I 1 1 1 1 1 1 i I I iI i 1 P' 
: Mx) I i i: I:I 9 I I 1 II 1 1 1 8 1 8 1 I 1 I 8 iIi 1 1 I I 1 1 ii th%n 
•II {%) V decltal IIII i i I 1 9 1 8 1 1 1 I 8 1 8 1 I I I 1 I i 1 i 1 i I 
iiH	 8 I 1 i 8 8- 1It i II 1 I 1 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 i .1:;I 1 I i 1 I n siist 
•12(4« tiwd fractiea I 4 I I 1 1' i-i-'ti, i 9 1 1 1 8 8 1 8 1 1 f 4:4II 1 I 1 
• 13 (<•) y aixed fraction § i I •I.; I.: 1 1 9 1 8 g 9 1 4:V'4'4i I 4 4 4'4I 9 III 
• 14 (x) y tlxtd fraction i i 8 i 1 9 t i l l 1 9 I 9 1 9 1I1 I':,;!' 1 I 9 8 1 l;::'i I 
• IS (x) w ihtd fraction I,1 II € 8 9 1;: II 1 4-r4'4}vl; t i l l 44:4, 8 9 1 I 
IS (♦) 11i.t:11 1 IIIIriII 4 I 8 I 1 1 iI 1 1 I ii11
 
17 long division I ■I r'l I i 1 1 1 IIII 1 I i 1 1 1 i 9 II i I i 1 1
 
i§ long division I II 8 9 1 1 1 1 1 i I I1 8 1 9 i I 8 1.8 I i .8 11 i 15 ISlIt 
• 15 ft. to inchas (convert] 8 8 § § 8 8 I 4: i I i § 1 8 I ,1:;I I 8 i;;l;
 
2S {-) V tisid fraction I 4;j iI 8 I I;I 8 9 i I 8 8 1 1 1 I t I 1 ■i; 44:4
 
• 21 (^) » aixid fractisn(s) e I t--|. I $ i 8 II 8 1 8 1. "l;; :8''ivl' 444 4/i IIi .8'v-p;ipit^mpp;:-' 
22 (x) ■ l:\ f: ■ j' 8, \l ^ 1■ 1 1 8 8 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 III 4:4 8 4i 1 I 
• 23 chg declBii to percent 1 I1 1 1 I:i lr.i: 1-4 I 1 0 8 I i 1 I t. 44 44
 
? 24 (-) tf lipd fraction 8 i §■ ;« i;- f i'="rir-i:: 4414 ■ t i l l i 8 i.III § 9 t un
 
'	2S (x) deciaals •r .1 I 1 ■f. f, 8 I iPl■:§: 1 I i 444 1 I 
2S find an avtragt I 8 s i iI.; I 8 f i l l 9 I 1 II i: 9 I 4X4 
22,i;to dfciiai; ■. r 9 1 8 8 9 4- 44 1 1 9 9 I 8 9 iV'f 4 f 8 
■ ■■• '^t.-fracUon to-l 8 § III 1 1 8 9 8 i 8 II 4i 1 i-,rI4. 1 I s I 
•, ■' llvldsg \divisien (dscitals • 8 t I-- 1: 8 1 1 1 ;i: 9 1 8 Ii i:. 8 1r i. 8 I |:	 1: UJ%% 
■ v .3l:'{H ft,iinchei':' 8 8 -1.4 i'44:4:iI;i i' !,■ i II8 9 8 1 
; 31 Solve single variable eg. 1 I L 8 I t i l lI1.I -I. f III!I 1 1 •'iPl 44i: 
' 32.Solve single yarisblg eg, § 1 1 8 1|- I. ■f; 8 9 i I I- I § § 44 i 8 § 
33 fx) V sixed frsction(s) I'8 I S 8 4 I t IJ:,i II ■|- 4- 4'4. I 
14 fx] ptfcents (I) 8 i'. 9 I 8 I444: 9 I 8- ,i:8- ,1 ;l '}i44tp4,'4I 8/1

IS; dfcisai'to:, fractions i f it I 1^1 f I iI 9 8 I i,:8. 4 I I 8
 
3S gsoaetry find ceipiescnt
 I- .1 I I IIliI.' I I 4 8 I I 8 p:l'i;|.lltvP;
'■■JJ.fxpbatnt-pfopertiss 1, II 8 1 8 1 1 t I I t I 1 9 4 8 I §■ 9 I 1 iip:dii.-p-­
38 (2] dsci8«l/ffaction 8 I 8 4 •§ 'i':!;.!' I 9 I 8 9 9 8 4IIII/ivi; ii^P:: p­
33 iaubls yariable equctioa 8 ' s 4,1:4:4 1 I­:« i I," r„8; l i t 9 " 1'•■1. 
; 41 (x);.percent I. I ■I I. r-j-. •i i.,:i 8 9 9 ■44 44 9 I § 8 8 § I 
■; ,41 ckngt; sg. .'ft to' sq. yds f. i- I I I 8 I il-II 9 i . §■■ 9 9 I■ ' ■I 9 1 1 8 1 44.4m:4-: 
v-;, . 42; order .of;opera.tiene III 9 I 9 8 8 I 44.4- 9 9 1 1 ■M II § II;
43 (^j--syste«s'ef equations ■ II i I 8. I i i- r ,r;i 4 f- 8. .1, I-I i'l II f II
 
: 44 2nd single var iq. y;(i 8 1 1 1 8 I I 4 i I 9 9 1 1 1 8.J 4 4-4'
 
<1 2fld degree siagis var iq. 8 I ■1: i: i'i; :l'i'vi■I'-i I 8 I 9 9 1 9 4 iPl-J.'' i 9 4 8 i .444M-y:'^'
; eonytft gosan numerals j'ri; 8 8 I § 8 I 9 I I iPi I- 1 9 9 9 8 I I " i 444m:::i 
' : 47 fkdInterest on| 8 § 8 I tiI,..-1:1 8 9 i I II 9 :1:l;' 1 9 8 9 4,8 8 4-..V;: :4::44444' 
41 solve systei of eq, 8- f 8 I 4-4 II 8 8 I' 44:4' 9^8: 8 I 44'- I.,;!.'I i 1 f 4 iM: 4':
 
4f solve systfa of tq. iXi: f'i4 8 8 I § t 'ivI'i, § 9 i I e 8 8
 
SI find square root 8 8 8 9 II I 8 I I 8 1 8 9 8 8 I 9 8 I .4r. 8 I • •I
 
f­
51 singis variable iquation 8 f 8 f i 8 l i l t ^ I, I I .1 9 f I 8 t 9 I 8 8 I f i P:i,114

52 fkisquare root 8 f l.'l 4%%:.4 I 8 1 1 I 8 9 9 9 I 8 I 9 I I I 3 uz%
 
53 find lagsfitba I 9 I 4.4 i 9 8 8 I 9 9 I 9 9 1 1 I I I
 i 
54 find iegafitha I I i i-i"i 9 I II "1"I t 1'' 9 I 9 '8-let; , I- §18 1 8 ;r'Ptlie 
55 2nd degree single var eq. I 9 i i 8 § 44' f 8' .i> § § '8- I- -'1:1 i III II § 8 ''4:: l;tii
SS factor siagii variable eq. I 8 8 t i i 8 I I 9 9 I 8 II i 9 ■■tp9 . ' :l- §■ 1 8 :1" 9 4 I .4:44n444 
I I 8 § 4:,,4M]':4:
Sott; Theso questions are singie variable equations (foQs of study).

UUi Tbesf qufstioRs iro topics covered by lessons in our pri-algebra ceufso.
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T/i§U S
 
?IET£ST kUinn 8f IKOIVIDUAl gUESTIOSI HPE
 
TfidltiijiwI (ffwp ?8^ 3) .
 
Totill of total 
1idditwji I 1 I I i 1 i 1 1 1 iIIIIII 1 1 I 1 1 32 itiJII 
2 88l>tr8cti«a (-) I I II 1 I 1 i 1 i III iIII 1 1 1 1 1	 22 liS.III 
• 3W l i I 1 1 1 i iI 1 1 X II 1 1 1 8 1 1 1	 28 88,5U 
I 1 i I IiIII 1 1 IIIiI 1 8 1 1 1	 21 3IJU 
5 H iI i i II I 1 1 II iI i 1 1 I 1 1 I 1	 22 ISfllt 
S H i i i 1 1 1 I 1 iI 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 22 Ifi.lSt 
7 Bultipiicatiofl {%) 111I 1 M I 11 1I 1II 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 188.181 
8 division (;) 1 1 III IiiI 1 i;,.i i i 1 1 22 m,m 
I(x) 8 i 1 i I ■1 ;i' I 1 i II 1 I 1 I.II I 1 I 21 SlIU 
«11 (x) V dtclfial 1 I i II 1 -4 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 I 1 8 1 1 1 28 88.su 
II W III 1 1 I-i- , 1 IIi 1 I II 1 i i 21 SI.IU 
8 1 I I 1. ^  8 8 1 III 1 1 4 tl: u„S9.m
M3 (4 V lixtd fracUo 8 8 I t I- 1.1.I:. §■ 4 8 I 1- $ I § $ 9 1 1 1^ 6 	 27.271 
• U (s) M lisid fraction 8 I I i i 8 i 1 i III 8 1 1 i -	 f 48.3U 
• IS W tt lixfd fracUoo 1 f i l l 1 I 8 1 $ 1 f § I: 8 1 8 8 6 
16 (♦) 8 8 1 1 i I 1 1 i 1 1 i 1 Il l- 1 ! 1 n B SS.3gl
17 iofif division I 1 I I I■ ■. i 1 II i t t'Vi l l 1 8 1 1 1 17 77.271
 
■ ■., ;18;,iofl|;dMsi9n i iI 8 I 1 i 1II i; 8 1 8 $ 1 8 1 1
I t	 8 3S.3$I■	 if fi'.b iReM. (csJW^ - 8 -i ■ i-i i ■i^l $ 1 1 § i § I 8 ' I 
■ ■ -21^(-).»■ lixoyractioR / ^ 8- % I' t';i. 8 I I- .l':!:-,i I 8 Ii:III I i 
• 21 (4 w tipd frasUosfs) I 8 I S 1 6 8 § s i w i,4 I I-,I § I 8 8
v\- ' - -22ixr:v . , ^' --1,1 t. ■|-t; 6 8 1 8 § 1 1 -iii-ij-a' : 8 31.361 
• 23 chf dsciaal t© itfciRt I 8 1 I iI 8 1 i "8 $ ■ I ivII 1 I 1	 ;.ll 
• 21 (-) w sixsd ffietisa I	 •1I § i 8 § 1 8 8 I :.r 1jr'-i?	 1 4.5SI 
(x) docitais 8 1 1^.8• I 1 1 1 I i II 7 31,821 
. 16 fiad in MifSfr ■ - .-I. 8 8 : f II r,i.: i ■ 1:4- iI' t-.l' 
8 8:ift, i $ 8 I4 4'iII 1 ' '1.811^ 
\ . •Jlfrictiss .to.I • ■ 8' 8 § J' 9 i 8 1 § i 8 I I;: § I I.- ' 8
2f i«% divisieii {dficMs} 8 1 8 8 S € II f I 8 iI $ tI § 1:1:	 2 
f 8 i;t i I?! I- |- II 1I: 2
 
'* 31 S§Iv« singli vifMlf i 8 I
1 8 II1 1 I 1 I 1 1 i	 IS I3.m 
, 32- Solvs singlt yarUSls' tq.,:'v,„| t , f ■ 14 t:i 6 8 8 8 t 8 § 8- i 
• 23 (x) V aixid fractionfs) 8 II § I $ i. 4- 1 8 8 f ijsi,*.n txi?8b«?lb-W; ■V.v;; . ; .., ,1 8 r ■9-1./.I' 8 t, I■ I:.l ijii
• 3S dssifial to fractions 8 8 1 8 1 t. ■I 8 8 $ I |.. $■ I:'1:1 i.m 
36 poastff find coipiiMot 8 1 8 1 8 .1i §■ I 8 8 1 t 11- Ml­
® 37 isponMt proportifis 1 8 1 1 1 '8. § 8 1 ■f 1 18' 1 8 1 1 $ 6 27.271 
-li); deeiial/fractioa' . ' '.i'I i; I I •r 4 ^ "4 ':4 4 1 $ ^8.. . 1 1 8 3 1 
3S donfeie viriaUo oqiiatien I 8 1 I $: '■'f . 8 8 8 4 8 8 -8:" 1 8 IItl 1S51 
18 (t) percent | i 8 § I- 8 I't 4 1/8^ 1.i: i: 8' .$ 1111
41 choiise ft to sq. ]fds 8 i 8 1 '1: 1-I 8 I 8 I 9 I 8 8 $ 8 8 l.fll 
® 42 erdor of operatisas I 8 8 I'i 4"-1: 1 $ 1 .8' II 8 8 ■i. 8	 8 4.S51
43 {*) systiss of iqaations I 8 i 8 i 8 8 I4::l 1 8 8 I 
44 2nd deqrie single var iq. 1 8 I $'i 6 I 8 8	 .14^1■;
■* 	 IS 2nd degree single vif eq. 8 I i-l:I 8 I t $ I f i I ,1,,I i
 
46 convert 2oian naaersls 8 I 4',4::.4;i i I ■m I g:' .
,8: ■I;- 1^- :1.	 ;8^811
47 find interest on| 8 8 i i 8 8 ■ ,i:I 8 8 ■i, I.' 1';	 iin41.blvr';o|$ti«-of. eq.: ■ ^ ■ , . , j ■ i- I'-l 8-' f 18 8 8 J1 I' 1: 8 9 §	 liiP'':
IS solve tptm of eq. § g i 8 8 8 8 i 8 l-l I: 8 8 iI I	 'iiii:
SI find sqaari roct II 8 8 I 8 8 I t « 8 8 8 I ■ll-'l-v vitii-'
SI single variable equation 8 1 6 8 8 •rI -t I 8 t r $'■i 8 8 i I 8 L nil 
12 find square root 8 8 8 S I ;fjl, i 9 8 8 8 1 1 1 $ i.iii 
§3 find bgiritlug 1 1 8 8 8 1Ii 8 8 I l:'l' llii^ : 
14 find lofiritlm - I I i i I I'i-i 8 I 8 8 8 8 8 8 I ,i:IJ:,!:!: . 
15 2nd degree tingle var eq. 1 8 1 1 $ II i •8 "4-if 8 8 Ml 1 1 1 8 8 iJit. 
S6 factor sifigli mhhU eq. I 8 § II 8 iI 8 iI i:J%I 1 8 I I i.m 
* Bete: These questions are flagii variable eqastiens (fscos ®f study). 
1Bote: Thtse qaastions ire topics covered by lessens in eur pre-algebri courst. 
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IML£ 5 
P8ETEST AlliniS 8t IXeiVISUAl (JUESTI38 HPS 
Trsditien^i (greup Perish S)
 
PMi«« Type ToUlt of taUi
 
1 additids {>) I i III 1 II I I i I 1 I 1 II 1 II I 1 -l -l ■ 1 II 1 I i II 1 IS II8JII 
2 siiltfsctisfl (-) I I Ii I I 1 1 ■I'l- ■ I) i i IIII III 1 1 1 i i 1 I 1 I i i I 1 IS i§ V­
3 W I 1 I 1 I I 1 1 III 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I II 1 1 1 II I 1 1, I 1 I 8 34 S I 
1 1 I iIIIII II 1 1 I 1 I iI 1 I 1 II 1 IIIII t i l l14' ,3541 % 
i W	 1 I I 1 1 III t i l l44 '144 .4:44 I 1 1 1 1 I ti.i. I I I 1 I i IS lil % 
M-! 1 1 i 1 i i I t 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 I i I 1 I 1 I i 1 I 1 1 I t i l l tl- 35 II % 
1 gyitlpUcaCififl (x| I I II 1 i I 1 I 1 I i 1 1 9 1 1 I iI 1 1 1 IIi 1 1 1 1 I III U 37 % 
8 divkisB (i) 1 1 II 1 I 1 I 1 i iI1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 I I i 1 1 14- 33 ! n. '' : 
S (x) I I III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 I 9 r "4 31 as % 
® IS (x| tf dacifiai * I 1 I 1 1 II i I 1 1 4 1 I 1 1 I 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1I 1 i 1 1 i 34 3 % 
li H 1 I I 1 9 iIIIIII t i l l 'I I 1 I 14 1 II 1 II t i l l 31 IS % 
® 12 5+) y gixid fraetioa S I 8 III 9 I i'';l 4 f i l l ! I 1 I IIIIIi 8 1 4j 13 S % 
* 12 {♦) w aixid Imtm I I ;i l;.i' 9 i 1 44iIi t I i § f 1 9 II 1II 1 1 9 1 II :ir'iU42i; 
^ 14 {%) y%M fractisa % 8 1'1 9 $ 1 l-t 4 4.I 1 1 1 § I 1 I i 1 1 t I 1 I 1 1 8 9 :;22: '|2.861 
® 15 (x) V lixid fractha 8 I 8 § I 9:i- 44- I i r. 8 9 1 4 § 1 I 1 9 .1I 9 18 28 r. 
16 W 1 I I 1 i 1 II i:.i 4: 4 1 I I4 1 I 1: .i'-f % I 1 2S S 
IJ dlvisiea 1 i IIIII I■ .-■'.l; 1, '44 i;4 I 1 l""' 1 I 1 1 1 i I 1/1 23 §2 V 
IS Uag divisiea 8 6 i 9 9 1 I 1, "K "i' i:i i' 4 4 I 1i 1. 1 s 8 4T44 1 i 15 42 It'::. 
* X$ ft. t9 icehgs (eamrirtj I ii § i;l -.1. I 44.:. § 1 § I:i 9 6 9 9 I 4 4:'i:44II 4 U 4 
- 21 (-) « iixtd fraetisa 9 I § 4 9 i t i 9 ■I II 9I 6 9 9 if'' l:-f 8 f 6 I 4 1 1 231 
'II $'(>) y alxtd fractiaa(i] § I 9 i § 8 I rj-r 9 i■4 8 9 I t I 8 9 4. 41.iif / I. 1 un 
22 W 1 8 1 i 9 8 i 44 '4I 1 1 1 1 1 r I 6 1 4 I 1 21 69 @11144'4 
'23 ehg dicisai ta percaat I f ■r r 1 I i iII 9 I ,1-r ¥4 II 9 1 9 1 § 1 I 1 9 II 8 8: I IS Si 431 
'24(4 y auid fractica I I. 9 9 I I, -,8 f44 4 f: 1 9 1 i IIIIII 8 9 I 1,-9 4i1 5.711 
= 25 W dtckah I i l.'i'I ■i. 4"%-44 1I §■ 1 6 1 1 1 9 i i 9 s I 44.II 17 IS m 
26 fkd m avtrags S I i I:-1 '.r., 4■ 44.4 II"4 1 II'4:4' 4-- 1 i 9 I 1 I 8 i, 4"- jin 
'tl %U dtt^lsai 9 9 I 4 f § ■4 9 f i e I i 1 I 9 iI %JX% 
28 fra«U0a U % I.'r- 8, I,i i 1,1' 4 r f im'4' 6 6 I I-4 II 9 9 9 I 6 I 2M% 
23 iaaf division (deeiasls) 8 I I; |,::l- IiI i'44 f'l ..i: 9 I■4III I I f 8 II 1 f- f'-i' ' ilM 
38 {♦! ft. S inchas 8 §'I- 8 -' 8 , 't •1^.1 44 1- "4 9 I 4 41 I. ifi 5 9 I•f; 8 I 2.861 
; 31 Selvi slagie varia&i® «q« I 1 iIM •i . 41 i § II,1/ri' II 1 II 8 1 1 1 I f ■ 9 I .431 
^ 32 Sfllva siagii variable e^. I I 9 ...I I 9 -I f f 8; -9 $ i I 1 II I 9 I I t § § ^■2.361/ 
23 (sj tf sixfid fraelisnfs) ■I, I I .1': 1.1 ■8" I;.! 44: t 8 i f « f i l lI 8 4 S.7U 
'	34 (x| p«fc«ats (1) I i II .1, I§ I iI f I § 8 I § I 9 I 9 i I, 4 IJIf­
35 daeisil ta fraeticas i- i IIvl - ■44: II I 9 9 |:/i: ■§■ I 
36 gsfi«8try find ceipisitnt i i II •I;-"l; 4' 1' -I::.!- § I 9 1 I t 8 ■| >9 -g 9 I f} ■ 8. §jn ^ 
37 ixpestat prsp«f£i«s « ■I 1 I r-t 4 i I ■I I 1 1 1 I I S 1 8 1 1 8 I l"' - 21 6 III;; 
38 disiaai/frastiaa iH- I 6 I I.-iI■i:II I; 9 '-^4: I". 'r 4 1 8 I I 8 f. 8.sn 
33 Mk wh^is iqustis<% 8 i :i:-l ■I - 1 f 44, 1: f t 8 4 I, 4 r" f/f 9 1 Lin 
41 {x| pifciat § I i..i t II 4'4:4.4: I: ■ 8' i r:i;-r I II 4 f-/iM' 14­
41 chia^f $q, ft t§ s^. yd# f- r ■I l;r II i 4 -Ivi^ 9 i 9 8 9 9 8 I g 8 i i 6 9 1.' I: f.ift' 
'42 3fdif 9f §ptrati€RS § i !:■. l- 'l. I I I I II I 1 I un 
43 {♦) systass sf aquatiafi# 8 6 8. 9 I i 4 44 4I, I- i-. I 9 8 I I I I 8 I 6 I i i'.f;, un 
44 2nd degras singis m sq, f: I: ■1." ^I i-- r ■i '14i. I 9 I t § i; 9 i I I ;1/191 ■ 
45 2nd dagrss single m sq. I: I i r,I r ir-i 1. 9 3 9 8 8 8 i I i::f- i/-i..- iM, : 
46 eaavift gaaaa auiirah I' |- I II i:-i' '4 44 -l": ^1; 9 i l i l t 8jn 
| 8 8	 I 8 j' :: 
j' -f .r 4 1, 4 9 8 
47 find latirsst as I i i ■%44 9 4. •i 9 i 4I.. -I I 9 ijti 
48 salve syftis af sq. ■i 8 6 I 9 I f I I' .i 8-I 4 i. 9 9 I 8 I I 6 i I I fjn 
4f salve sysks ef iq. I- 1 .'r'I;i :i iI■§ 44- 9^ 4 9 .■■9. I i I i.-■■■§/1 f i l l '9.1;' 
51 find reat i '§.JJ ■| ;i J- I■ I• I-'I, 44 iI i I r/ivi'. I 8 I i I IIII 
51 single varisbls equation II;. 9 § 9 t; ■i r il 4.■4 ■8' I f § I i f ■ 9 4I I i.m 
52 find square mat I §;■ I 4 I;. 8 I I § I III 1 I.i:4 I.I 1 1 8 1 4/'':l,: 'mm" 
53 find laqirldis II 8 f 9 ■§■ I I III'i 4 s I I .444^ I 4414I i im. 
34 find laqeriths I I 8 9 I 9 4-4-4 9 8 9I'14.:I I 4:I' l-lI 9 
55 and degree skgii var iq. t„:l 1-4: . f ■|^ I,, I, ■ r 44 ■'44:1 9 i I 44-4:., 9 !• 8 I 44 f-f 
56 fsatar singlt variable iq, @ i'. i;I f i I 9 t 44 9 9 44:44,.^:^^ -I'if: ■ijii ^  
iatii lliasi quistiass art linqie variable iquatians of stsdy|. 
■iat#: /Tliest qyestisns m. tepisi.aovefed by-lessa'ns-is^. w prt-ilfelfs casirss. 
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TilBU II 
PHCTEST MAITSIS 87 IKSIVIKE 'qUESTI0l4 HP! 
'T«§t 5feup Traditional 
Problem Type 

1 idditisfi {^) 

2 sabtractien (~| 

3(^) 

SH 

6 (-) 

7 Mitipiicatisfs (x) 

- 8 divisiss? (i) 

S (X) ■ , 

Ml(s)wd§ds«l 

. 11 (-1 ■ ■ 

® 12 M « tixid fraction 

* 13 W y aixed fraetion 

* U (x| w sixsd fraeti0n . 

* 15 (x) y gh§d friction 

■	 16 (^) ■ 

17 Isfif dmsisn 

IS ionf diviike ■ . ' 

® if ft t§ inches fcgavert) 

21 f») y fiixed fraction 

® 21 I*) w Mxeil fmtionCs) . 

22 fx) 

® 23-eh^ leeisai t® psrcifit. 

* 24 (-) y iixed ffiction 

25 fx) desinsis 

26 find m avtrip 

* 27 U§'dseiasi • 
■ * 21 frittissi tg 5 ■ ■ ■ : 
IS lonf divisias fdecmaisj 
(^1 ft. I lucks . 
31 S®iv« sifi§i§ viriabii oq. 

** it Sslvf ik|h variahk 

* 33 fx) y iixed fractknCs) 

® 34 fx) ptrsents (1) 

® 35 desiial U frsstisns 

36 §iwtry find esiiplsisst 

* 37 expeniflt properties 

® 3§ (1) •diciiai/frictiaa . ■ 

■3S de?sfel@ variahk 
41 fx) p®retnt 
4i shines .s^. ft ts sq.-yds 
® 	 12 ordtr.of operstisas 
43 (^) iptim of equations. ■ 
44 2Rd deffif■ sinqlt vsr-tq, 
2nd diqrie s.in|li m 

46 essvfft tssan aasgrsli 

' 47'fkd.iatifsst §s |. 

■ 41 selvi systci of ®q. ■ 

■ 43 soiv® -systei of iq, ■ 

SI find sqaar®.root 
*• SI slnqh variablt quatien 
11 find gquare mt •• 
13 find isqaritk ' ' 
14 find loqsfiths ■ . ■ ■ . 
SI 2nd dsqree siqh" m.q. 
Si faetsr slafli variabb tq. 
(Period 1) (pgrled 2) kibifitd 1ef tstii (Fgriod 3) 
2a . 32. II ' yun ■ . ^ 22 
2S :32 II nun. 
21 32 S9 faj3t 
32 18 
2/ 32 SI fSJ3t ■ 
26 31 57 ssjn 
23 :.32 ■61 nun 
tn
 32 II nun 
■ 	 2S 28 53 ■18.338
 
11 25 SI 11.678
 
. IS ■Si S3.33I
 
17 n 2S 63.331
 
S 1 15 2un
 
14 u 31 , ii.itt
 
1 8 IS H.m
 
■ ■ 25 ■ 21 S3 !U3I
 
2S ■ 23 54. ,!ijn •
 
'13	 IS ■32 S3J.3I
 
3 ii.in
" i
 
. 2 4 ii.in
 
■ 	 S , , I 12 .21,188 
13 14. 27 4S.i§8 
I IS ■23. . 38.338 
7 •2 f 15.888 
15	 14 ■■ 2S ■41.331' 
3 1 3 s.in. 
,1 I J is.iii 
' t l S ■■ ■ S.III 
11 S, 17 - lun. 
, . 2 3 .5 I.338 
. . IS "23. 41 ■ .IIJ38 
■ 
' ■ 
■ ' 
t ■ , 3 ■ S 
3 . 2 'S . IJ28 
. , S I I ■ L678 
I I I i.in 
I . I ■ Uil 
12 is 27 4S.in 
- 2 1 3 un 
§ • ■ I ■ 4 ■ i.S7t 
' f . f I un 
'■ t I . I tin , 
i I I ' . i.m 
3 I 4 I.S7I ■ 
1 ■ I ■I ijn,-
1 I ,l L678­
I I ■ I i.iii 
§■ 
I 
. ' , "8 
I ■ 
I, 
■I ■ 
■ IJI8 
1.118 
i . i ■ I L'ln 
1 7 UJ78 ■ 
I ■ I 8 1.188 
I 3 3 'S.lfl 
■ , i ■ § §■ IJi8 
,.i . I. §■ UI8 
. S i un 
. I I 8.888 
Sfoup 
(Ftrisd S] Cosbinfd % of total .. 
■	 ' 35 ' ■■ I? 
35 .' ■"17 ; • nun 
34 . ' SI 34o74l 
35 • ss . ,s6.m 
. 35 ■ ■ IT nun 
IS • ■ 57' 181,818 . 
, 34 . . 56 M.25I 
■ .13 ■ SS gSJSt 
■	 31 SI ■ ifjn 
' .34 . .,S4 tun 
31 ■.■ • -Si ■ tilm 
. n ■ • II , S2J38 
" ■ 11 24 42.111 
12 ■• ■ 'll . -lUSI 
■ - 11 II 2U68 
. ■ 23 ■4? Slolll 
. 2S ; 45 . .Si.l'll 
IS ■ 23 ■	 41,311' 
■ 	 j­
'•S- li.S3l 
■	 2 ■ 7,128 
21 ■Si.m 
' IS 4U2I 
2 . S.26I 
I? 42.m 
3 ■	 S.III 
I •	 I.Sil. 
I	 ijsi. 
S ■ 11.111 ■ 
1 . s.in 
■ 2S. 71,131 ■ 
! S.HI 
t • ■ S.HI ■ 
I . Ult 
I ■ ' .•UI8 
. i i.ill' 
21	 , 17.378 
' 7.121 
■	 S.HI 
IJII 
■	 . IJII 
7J2I ■ 
i.lil 
1J5I 
■	 i.in 
I.III 
■I.III 
Uil 
, , ■ . IJII 
■i.iii' 
■ ■■ IJII ' 
. 7.121' . 
. i'jii 
IJII. 
i.iti , 
• 'I.III 
■kti: .Tlifse qsfsti§ns are sinfk virishit iqaatisns .{focus of study). 
' Setts These qBisti-aas art topics eovirid by lesstns in o«r pre-alqgbra csurst. 
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: / mil n
 
. iDforiar Test Scoriag Cosparisoa bf leek By Study Sroug
 
(Test Group) : leejc 1 leek 2 , leek 3 • leek 4
 
Period 1
 
204 ■ 15, : ■ :: : ■ 21 ■ . 2,5 . -24 ' ; : : ■ ■ 22; 
18-1? . 1 1 , 3, 0 ; 2 
16-17 , 2 ■ : - ■{ • , , 0 . ■ ■ . ; 1. : / 3' 
.14-15 li. : ■ 1 ■ ■ ■ : ■ . 0 ' ' ' .g
12-13 ■ ; : 1 . , 0 ' ^ i■ 0. ' .1 
■ , ■ -10-11 ■ . ' ■ % ' I ' . • . 0 : I - 0 
0--S , V '0; " 0 , v . -■ ■.0 : . , ■ , .0 -V „ \ 0 
, ■ ,20 ■ 2:S- . 2?. ■ " . 16 ■. 1 28 
18J4 ;, ,-y.21 ; . 15. 62 15.50 ■ 15.27 
Period' 2 'i 
' 20+ ^ 21 ; i'5' , 20 • 23 ■ 20 
18-19 , 5 ■ . 3^ ■ ■ ,' 3 ■ . . . . ^ 1 ■ -3' 
.' 16-17 . 0 ■ . ' i;.; ■ I ■ ; 1 , ■ -i 
' . 14-15 ■ ■ '„vt : ■ 0., ■ 0' ,. i 
. 12-13 . ® , , :yi ■ 1 0 , ' ■ ■ ,i„: ■ ■„ : ^ y­
10-11 , .0 ' : ';0 ■ § : 0 ■ ■; . g 
0-9 0 .. . ■ ■ 0 . ;. ; : .0 ■ ■ 0 0 
^ ' 32 ■ JS' ,25 ' : : - 26 - - iT. 
.	 : . 19.81 ■ ■ 19.12 1,9.58 , ■ ■■ ,:if.35 ' 
Period 1 & 2 
■ 2§+ ■ . , 42, . , . ., ;40 . . 'IS 47 ' . ' 41' 
■	 18-19 :6 .. '. : , ' ,. 4-. ^ . , 6 ■ ■ .II ^ ' 5 
16-17 2 1--2 ' ■■ ■ 2 ■ ' 2 , .>,7 
14-15 , . , 1 . : : , :,1 1, , |. ,1 , .' ,0 , ■ , i 
12-13 l . 2' . . ' 1 ■ - ' 7 ', i, ,; - ■ , I 
10-11 , , ■ ' 0 , '. 1' : ^ 0 \' . - . 1 : 0 
0-9 	 ■ , ■ ■ 0 ■ , . ■ ,0 " ' . ' " 0, ■ ' ■ '■ • ' .§, , ■ ^ ■, , ■ ,1
' 52 , ■ :" ' 50 , ■ ■ .. ' ^ ^ : , - ' ,::52, . , ' ,55 
(festj kverage. Grade 13. 48 19.16 19.50 19.52 19. 31 
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■fsiLi ia ' ■ . ■ . 
iBfonai Test Scoriag Coajarisoa by leek By Study Gro.up ■ 
{Trad,Group] leek i Jfeek.2 Kaek 3 , leak 4 Isek .5 
Period 3 ■ ' - ' ■ . ■ 
■ 204- . i6 12 18 14/ 15 
18-13 ■ - . : 3 ^ ■ / 0 ■ . 2- . 3 ■ I 
IS-II 1 0 . 3 ' . 2 ■ -0 
1-4-15 
12-13 
10-11 
■ . 
■ 
;® 
/ 0- . 
0. 
' ^ 
4 
1 V 
1 ' ■ ■ ■ 
% 
■ 1 
/ :1-. 
\i , 
■ i 
3 ' 
; ■ ". ■§
i 
/ - "S 
0-9 ■ 
■ , . 
; % 
2.1 
- ■/; - - 0 
18 
■ 
, 
. . 0' 
■ 25 
■ -
■ 
■ : A 
■ ' .as' 
-
■ , 
0, 
22 
19. 50 11.83 18.80 , 16;.62 : ; , 15.33 
Period '5 . ■ l ■ 
204-
,18-19 
27 , 
-5 . . 
, 19 
,. 3 : ■ 
. 16^ -/ 
;3 
- - 12. , 
M 
: 13 
- ^4.: 
■ 16-17 0 ■ - ■ 1 1 ■; : 0- .1 
14-15 
12-13 
10-11 
' 
. 
; 
' 
- • 1 ■ 
■ 0^" . - : 
0 
' / , 
. 
: 0 .' 
■ 2 ■-/
1 : 
: 
. 1 
0 
■ 
: 
■ 
]./, /I 
,■ , 
. ■ 6 V 
, 
1 
; ■ ,0' 
^ 1 
-9 
32 , - 25 21 . 23 . .. 19 
19.81 19.12 . .19.40. . . 13.8.0. 18.96 
Period 3 k 5 
- 204. ■ : 43 ■ ; . \ .31: .. . . . ■ : ■ . 34 . ' 26: ". . i- . .28 
. . 18-15" 
16-17 ■ . 
, ■ . 14-15 . 
. ■ . 
, 8 -
, 2 
■ . . . I . 
. ■ 
. 
v 
■ 
■ . 3- ; 
. 1 . 
. ■ 4 . ' 
l1 ■ • ./ 
■ , ' l : 
. . . \i­ ■ ■ ■ 
; 
■ 
3./.
I: 
/I 
, . 
: ' 
; 10­
/ 0­
1 
12-13 ■ ■ ® ■ ■ 3 -. . I .1, ■ . . . ■ ■ / 1 
^ .10-11 . . ■ 0^ ■ ■ - 1 . ■ i ■ ■'I- ■' . 1 
0-9 ■ . : ® . . - ' : ■ \ ■: .. 0.. l- ■ . . . . 6 : : l-' 4 
, 53 V ' 43' «/: . . : 'IS , ' 41: 
(Trad) iverage Grade 11. 69 . .. . . 18. 58 . . . .19.08' . - 15.27 19.16 
(festj vs. 19.48 19.16 19.60 - 1 15.52 - 19.31 
(Trad). Totals 19. 65 . 18.58 M9 .08. , 15. 27 19,15 
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■ 	 ms 13 ■ . 
, MT ?re-!est/Post-Test Cosparison of Students' Scores Indiridsally and by Srsug
 
fraditional Group**«^ "".f
 
{46 students) ' , lest Group {42 students) Trad Group
 
Period 1 Period; 2 . Coifeined Period 3 . Period 5
 : Caibised
 
Pre Post ICbg Pre Post IChg IChg Pre Post IChf , Pre Post ICbg IChg
 
Student 1 21 21 12.501 16 19 15.791 13.951 26 32 18.751: 24 29 17.241 18.031
 
Student 2 18 ,22 18.181 21 26 13.231 18.751 ;i6 IT. 5.881 , 20 24 16.671 , 12.201
 
Student 3 26 28 7.141 11 17 17.651 11.111 21' 23 8.701 ' IT 18 5.561 , 7.321
 
Student 4 18 .22 27.271 15 : 20 25.001 , 26.191 16 : 24 ,33.331 22 20 -10.001 i3."641
 
Student 6 15 11 5.881 20 31 35.481 25.001 17 26, 34.621 12 19 36.841: ,35.561 ,
 
Student 6 26. 36 27.781 21 20 -5.001 16.011 20 22 28 24, -16.671 -1.3.51
 
Student 7 16 20 20.001 20 27 25,931 ,23.401 12 20 16 20 20,081 30.001,:
 
Student 8 14 24 41.671 24 31 22.581 30.911 14 18 "22.221 18 12 16.671, 20.001
 
Student 5 13 15 13.331 18 33 45.451„ 35.421 15 . 17 11.761 15, 14 -7.141 3.231
 
Student 10 27 . 30 10.001 14 25 44.011 , 25.451 21 21 0.001 26 24 -8.331 , -4.44i
 
Student 11 25 36 27.781 12 13 7.691 22.451 20 27 25.831 21 31 32.261 29.311
 
Student 12 26 33. 21.211 22 32 31.251 26.151 17 20 15.001,: 13 16
 18.751 16,671
 
Student 13 22 30 26.671 , 10 19 47.371 34.691 16 17 5.881 11 20 10.001 .-2.701:
 
Student 14 16 22 27.271 18 21 14.291 20.931 11 17 35.291 13 ,11 , -IS,181 14.291
 
Student 15 20 31 35.481 21 22 4.551 22.641 8 52.941 22 25 ,28.571
17 	 12.101 

Student 16 2® 21 25.931 18 18 :0.001 15.561 10 ' 8 -25.001 : 24 ,21 14.291 -17.241
 
Student 17 21. 19 -10.531 20 21 4.761 -2.501 10 17 41.181 19 25 24.081 30.951
 
Student 18 14 21 33.331 14 14 0.001 20.001 14 22 36.361 29 32" 9.381 20.371
 
Student 19 20 14 -12.861. 16 27 40.741 12.201 21 ■ , 20 -5.001 18. 17 -5.881 -5.411
 
Student 20 26 31 . 16.131 20 29 31.031 23.331 15 24 37.101 24 22 -9,191 15.:22l
 
Student 21 17 16 -6.251 20 29 31.031 17.781 18 , 22 18.181 18.181
 
Student 22 14 17 17.651 16 18 11.111 14.291 15 22 31.821
 31.821
 
Student 23 19 27 29.631
 
Student 24 19 25 21.001 ^
 
iyerage
 
Totals 19.7 24.3 18.691 17.8 23.5 24.111 21.361 16.0 20,5 22.081 19.7 21,2
 .841 14.351 
♦Sotei 	a total of (88) eighty-eight students took the Pre-test and the Post-test, 
& total of (46) students represented the Test group and (42) students represented 
the Traditional group. 
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APPENDIX B: Weekly Informal Tests
 
Hath,"8" Quiz
 
Name
 
Date
 
Express each fraction
 Solve these equations:.
 
- as,a decimal,
 
§) s ^  7 ■ 
s ■
■	 5 ■ ; 16 
2) " zh. 7} X ^ 6 - S '
 
4''
 Tx "sr
 
m '	 ,t) K..
 ii
 
ii
 a as
 
4) §) 	 ' y, ® 2 t •
 
„ T' , W
 
■B)	 ■'W y. ^ 7. - It . 
9 .	 a 52" 
B®nus (Spts) 
a) 'Pi®as8 fill in the missing decimals in the series • (.§,5/l, 1,5, 3»i) 
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Math "B" Qui2
 
Date
 
Name
 
Express each,fraction
 
number product as a. decimal.
 
6) 1 of 20 w
1) 11 of 15 y
 
16
12­
>) ^ of ■ 42- a 7) ^ of'34 ^  n 
7
S
 
. S), -of 3S
3) ' ,©f. . 2S
 
■16 
. : 1&- - ■ 
■ 9) ■ l' SyS. 5/16 « q4) '' 2 @f §§•
 
• 3 ■ ■ ■ 
1 
10') .4 2/3'; -> 1 S/X6 ® sS) ■ ■ ■ 2. of 144' a* ■ i . 
■ .T" 
Bonus, (5pts) ■ 
It a car drove" 23S miles on a■ 12. -galloncafacitv ty-^l "tank. How many' miles 
to the • ■gaiion . did the driver of ythe car get? 
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 riath "B" Quiz
 
Name
 
Dat8
 
Solve theee, equations;
 
1) K 4 ~ 1
 6) f ^ , 2 15
 
>) y 4- « 0.
 7) q ^ 12 20
 
3) z 11
 8).. h ~ 12 ■« 2% 
,11 .^,2. . J. 3 ® at 
■5) a 7 .ffis IS 1#) k aa­
4 
;ionus ; (-Spts;). 	 ■ ' ■ , 
a) How d© you know 'that 3 1«5 not th® solutiar of z i « §2 
b| Th«. -trip, o-dometer on 'th@'school buS' read '23 mii«s at the start .of the day..
■After 	school was... over the. odometer read 348 miles. How- far" was ■ the ' bus driven 
diiring; the day? 
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naCh "B" Quiz
 
Name
 Date ,
 
Express each fraction
 
ri.rober product as a decimal.
 
^ of 12 == X ■ , V 4 « u
 
, 10
 
2) _3 of.
 
^ ^  a
 
32 8 " 7 ■ ' 
■3) of 144 ■i) ■ M 
■ 36 ■ 3 S 
4) of .1^2 z I ■ ^ ^  -!• ii ^ 
S ■ 
■S) 56 ^ t ,1@) . '2^ b1. 
8 . €4 ''" ' 3- ' ■ ■ 
Sonus ,(S^ts)­
Th€-Sufi newspaper ©hows chat-Oisn^y'stock, has;gon® yp by 3 1/8 points, 
this rwans that 'th® stock has .gone up $3 l/@. doiisrs,• Pleas®-■d-®t@rmina 
how nmich the Disney stock'ha® increased : in tmrms. of dollars and cents;. 
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r i a t h  " B "  Q u i z 
  
N a m e  . 
  
O a t e 
  
E x p r e s s  e a c h ,  f r a c t i o n 
  
a s  a  d e c i m a l . 
  
•  1 0 
  
1 0 
  
2 )  ^ 
  
~ 5 
  
3 )  :  S ' 
  
8 ) 
  
4 )  S  ■  
, 9 )  1 "  5 / 6 
  
S ) 
  
W )  2 _  _ 
  
1 5 
  
B o n u s  ( 5 p t s )  •  ' 
  
a .  P l e a s e  f i l l  i n  t h e  m i s s i n g  f r a c t i o n s  i n  t h e  s e r i e s • ( 1 / 2 «  ■ 3 / 4 i  1 , . . . ,
.  1 , 3 / 4 )  
8 0  
APPENDIX C: Smart-writes
 
Monday - date Name
 
1) What problem solving strategies
 
did 	you learn about from today's lesson?
 
2) What confused you about today's lesson? 
3) Did you feel anxious, happy, afraid, 
intimidated, confident about the lesson...? 
Tuesday - date
 
1) 	What problem solving strategies
 
did you learn about from today's lesson?
 
2) 	What confused you about today's lesson?
 
3) 	Did you feel anxious, happy, afraid,
 
intimidated, confident about the lesson...?
 
Wednesday - date
 
1) 	What problem solving strategies
 
did you learn about from today's lesson?
 
2) 	What confused you about today's lesson?
 
3) 	Did you feel anxious, happy, afraid,
 
intimidated, confident about the lesson...?
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Thursday - date
 
1) 	What problem solving strategies
 
did you learn about from today's lesson?
 
2) What confused you about today's lesson? 
3) Did you feel anxious, happy, afraid, 
intimidated, confident about the lesson...? 
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